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SHUTTLE MODEL TAILCONE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
 
AT LOW SUBSONIC SPEEDS OF A
 






An investigation was conducted in the NASA/LaRC Low-Turbulence
 
Pressure Tunnel on a 0.03614-scale orbiter model of a 089B configuration
 
with a 139B configuration nose forward of F.S. 500. The tailcone was the
 
TC4 design and was instrumented with eighty-nine pressure orifices. Con­
trol surfaces were deflected and three wind tunnel mounting techniques
 




In order to determine the sensitivity of the tailcone to changes in
 
Reynolds number, most of the test was made at a Mach number of 0.20 over
 
a Reynolds number range of 2.0 to 10.0 X 106 per foot. A few runs were
 
made-at a Mach number of 0.30 at Reynolds numbers of 4.0,_6.0, and
 
8.0 X 106 per foot.
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The investigation was conducted in the NASA/LaRC Low-Turbulence
 
Pressure Tunnel during the time period from January 16 through 23, 1976.
 
The model was a Langley-built 0.03614-scale orbiter model of a 089B con­
figuration with a 139B configurationnose forward of F.S. 500. The tail­
cone was the TC4 design. The model was distorted at the wing-tips to
 
allow attachment to the tunnel walls. The objectives of the test were to:
 








3. 	Determine the interference effects of three types of wind
 
tunnel mounting techniques on the tailcone. The three
 
investigated were a vertical tail blade support, a bottom
 
'blade support, and a rear sting support.
 
Eighty-nine pressure readings were made over the tailcone as the
 
model went through an angle-of-attack range from -2' to a maximum of 180.
 




Most of the test was made at a Mach number of 0.2b over a Reynolds
 
number range of 2 to 10 X 106 per foot. A few runs were made at a Mach
 
number of 0.30 at Reynolds numbers of 4.0, 6.0, and 8.0 X 106 per foot.
 
This report for LA81 consists of two volumes. Volume 1 contains
 






SYMBOL MNEMONIC DEFINITION 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (pi - p)/q 
CONFIG configuration 
F.S. fuselage station 
FRL fuselage reference line 
L length, in. 
M MACH Mach number; V/a 
p pressure; N/m , psf 
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; 1/2pV2 , N/M2 , psf 
Q(PSF) 
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft. 
TAP NO tap number 
V velocity;'m/sec, ft/sec 
X _X longitudinal location, in. 
X/zb X/LB longitudinal-location divided by body length 
Y Y lateral location, in. 
Z Z vertical location, in. 
ALPHA angle of attack, deg. 
BETA angle of sideslip, deg. 
6a AILRON aileron deflection, deg. 






6SB SPDBRK speedbrake deflection, deg.
 
* PHI radial angle, deg. 
p RHO mass density; kg/m 3, slugs/ft3 
Reference & C.G. Definitions
 
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
 
c.g. center of gravity
 
kREF LREF reference length or wing mean
 
.c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
 
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2 , ft2
 
MRP moment reference point
 
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
 
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis
 




























The configuration tested was a 0.03614-scale model of a blended
 
Rockwell International shuttle configuration. The model consisted of a
 
089B configuration with a 139B configuration nose forward of F.S. 500.
 
The OMS pods were the newer blunt design (M6). The wing-tips were dis­
torted outboard of F.S. Y = 368 to allow attachment to the tunnel walls
 
(Figure 1). The tailcone was the TC4 lines hand faired into the 089B base
 
and was not vented to the freestream.
 
Component: 
B Body 089B with 139B modified nose per Rockwell 
Drawing VL70-000093. 
W Wing per Rockwell Drawing VL70-000093, modified 
at outer panel for attachment to tunnel wall. 
E Elevons per Rockwell Drawing VL70-000093. 
V Vertical tail per Rockwell Drawing VL70-000093. 
R Rudder per Rockwell Drawing VL70-000093. 
TC4 Tailcone per Rockwell Drawing BCD V70-43-112. 





The tests were conducted in the Langley Low-Turbulence Pressure
 
Tunnel, which is a variable-pressure, single return facility with a closed
 
rectangular test section that is 0'.914 meter (3.00 ft.) wide and 2.290
 
meters (7.50 ft.) high. The tunnel can accommodate tests in air at low
 
subsonic Mach numbers and at a Reynolds number per unit length up to
 






Tunnel conditions during the test are summarized in Table I and the
 
configurations tested are shown in Table II. The model was wing-tip .
 
mounted and the 89 pressure orifices located in the tailcone read by means
 
of pressure transducers and scani-valves. The model was pitched over an
 
angle-of-attack range from -2'to a maximum of 18'. The maximum angle of
 
attack was limited by model strength and therefore decreased as dynamic
 
pressure (and Reynolds number) increased. Because of the wing-tip mount­
ing system,it was not possible to sideslip the model. The angle-of­
attack values presented are indicated angles-of-attack taken from the wing­
tips at the tunnel walls and do not include deflection of the model under
 
loads. Itwas felt that the tailcone pressures would be insensitive to­




The pressure data were obtained using pressure transducers and scani­
valves. The pressures measured were the difference between the local
 
pressures over the model tailcone and the tunnel test section static pres­
sures. The data are presented in terms of pressure coefficients which
 











REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MACH NUMBE.R (per ft. ) - (pounds/sq. ft.) .(degrees Fahrenheit) 
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'MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT :BODY - 089B-139B (M6dified Nose)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Nose sedtion from flU-scale station 238.0 to
 
STA. 500 from NAR drawing VLTO-000139B. Remaining body AFT of STA 
500 fromiNA drawing VL70-000093. 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000093 
DIMENSIONS : -FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length- in. 1290.3 46.63 
Max Width - In. 265.0 9.577 




Area - Ft 2 








TABLE l. - (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: WING
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter Configuration per Lines VLTO-000093. 
NOTE: (Dihedral angle is defined at the lower surface of the wing at the 
75.33% element line projected into a plane perpendicular to the FRL), 
Oter panels modified outboard of 411368 (F.S.) to 
SCALE MODEL = 0.03614 allow attachment to tunnel walls. 









Span (equivalent) - In. 
Aspect Ratio 




Dihedral Angle, degrees 

Incidence Angle, degrees 























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 




























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC-
























































































































GENERAL DESCRIPTION CONFIGU)RATION PER LlQES VL70-000093.
 
DATA FOR (1)OF (2)SIDES.
 
MODEL SCALE = 0.03614 
DRAWING NUMBER - VL70-000093 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Ft2Area - 205.517 0.2684-
Span (equivalent)-- In. 353,34 12.77 
Inb'd equivalent chord - In. 11.78 4.148 
Outb'd equivalentchord " In. .. 00 i.. . 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord .208 .208 
At Outb'd equiv. chord .400 .400 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees, 
Leading! Edge 0.00 0.00 
-10.02 -10.02Trailng Edge, 
Hingeline O.00 0.00 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge Iine) - 't 3 1548.OT 0.0729 
1:61 
ORIGINA PAGE M 
OF POOR QUALITY
 
TABLE 1=. - (Continued) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION :C enterline vertical tai double wedge airfoi 
with rounded leading edge 
. 
Scale Model = 0.03614 
DRAWING NUMBER : VL70-000093 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area - Ft. 2 0.540 
Span (equivalent)- In. 315.72 11.41 
Inb'd equivalent chord - In. 268.50 9.704 
Outb'd equivalent chord - In. 108.47 3.92 
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord 
'At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 45 45 
Trailing Edge 26.249 26.249 
Hingeline 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
17
 




MODEL COMPONENT : RUDDER 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION CONFIGUIATION PER LINES VL70-000093 
SCALE ODEL =0.03614 
DRAWING NUMBER VTTf-nill93 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Ft2Area - 10.38 01389 
Span (equivalent) - In. 201.0 7.264 
Inb'd equivalent chard - In. 91o585 3.31 
Outb'd equivalent chord - In. 50.833 1.83T 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0,400 0.400 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.40o 0.400 
54 eep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 34.83 34.83 
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25 
Hingeline 34.83 34.83 





OF pOOR QUALMTE 
TABLE III. (rontinue,1)
 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
- ORBITER TAILCONEMODEL COMPONENT TC4 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Fairing mounted on orbiter fuselage base for 
ferry missions configuration. 
.MODEL SCALE; 0.03614
 
DRAWING NUMBER: BCD V70-43-112, SS-A01452
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length -- In. _135,76 15.75 
Max Width 300.0 10.8 




- Ft 2 
Max. Cross-Sectional 462.37 0.60 






MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
OMS.PODS-M6 
MODEL COMPONENT : MSPODS -,M16 




DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-008401, SS-A0147 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length, (OMS Fwd Sta Xo=1310.5),In. aaqF - 9.342
 
Max Width -(@ yo = 1511),. In. . 4..944
___F_ 
Max Depth (@ X0 1511), In. . Z- 7 270 
Fineness Ratio 2.484 2.484 
Area - Ft 2 








TABLE IV. - TAP LOCATIONS. 
TAP NO. XlBxo 




















































* Indicates orifice on tailcone in body flap recess. 
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TAMI IV. - Concluded. 
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a. 	Sketch of Model Used in Investigation. Dimensions are in Inches.
 
Figure 1. - Model sketches.
 




1.50 10VERTICAL TAIL 
45/ 0 
A FIED)WHEN USED AS BOTTOM STRUT2 
b. Simulated Blade Strut. Dimensions are in Inches. 
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a. Sketch Showing Pressure Orifies on Tailcone. 
Figure 1. - Concluded. 
d. Sressetch Show O ngifi





a. Side View of Model Showing Tailcone, TC4
 




b. Side View of Model Showing Simulated Bottom Strut. 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
C4 
c. Three Quarter Rear View of Mdel Shoving Simulated Sting. 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0. 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = .050 x/LB = 1.094 PAGE 14 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC03) C LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 , .000 .000 .O0 .200 
(RJPC088Q ] LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT' .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = .050 X/L6 1.133 PAGE 15 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO3) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS) [] LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK 0 
.050 X/LB = 1.171 PAGE 16 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRCN SPOBRX MACH 
CRJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOB) U LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 2.120 ALPHA = .00 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 17,. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRX MACH
 
(RJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
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DATA SET SYMPOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO3) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPC08) LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = .050 X/LB 1.287 
PAGE 20 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) 0 LAR. LTPT 229[LA3I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS)U LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4-V.T,STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO33 LARt LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCOS) LARC LTPT 229(LAI) WERTC4.V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. '3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,' RN/L= 2.0. SP0BRK= 0 
RN/L = 2,120 ALPHA = 2,094 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 23 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCO8) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= .0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 2.094 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 25 
ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC03J 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RJPCO0) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4V.T.SRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 2.094 X/LB = 1.171 PAGE 26 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOB) LARC LTPT 22SCLABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
ALPHA = 2.094 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 28 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCO83 U LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FiG.'3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ONPRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 2.094 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 29 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
tRJPC03) LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCOS) LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBERTC44V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO3) C LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS) -I LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA 2.987 X/L8 = .997 PAGE 31 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 3.987 X/L8 = 1.017 PAGE 32 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPC03) Q LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRiPC08) U LARC LTPT- 22SCLABI) WBERTCA.V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2., SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 3.987 X/LB 1.]055 PAGE 33 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDERK MACH
 
CRJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WEEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCOB)3 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 3.987 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 34 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOS) LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SP0BRK MACH 
CRJPC033 0 LARC LTPT 229tLA812 WBEVRTC4 000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOB3 [] LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WB5VRTC4 
LARC LTPT 22CLA81) WBERTC44V.T.STRUT 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L = 2.0- SPDBRK= 0 
PN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 3.907 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE. 37 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO3) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCO8) U LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK 0 
RN/L 2.120 ALPHA = 3.987 X/LB 1.280 PAGE 39 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC03) 0 LARC. LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCO8) 0 LARC LTPT 223(LA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT GN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0, SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 3.987 X/LB = 1.287 PAGE 40 
ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CRJPCO3) C LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 














FIG. 3 STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L 20- SPDBRK=
-TAILCONE 

RN/L = 2. 120 ALPHA = 6.132 X/LB = .997 .PAGE 41
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRX MACH
 
(RJPCO3) C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .OCO .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO8) LARC LTPT 229(LABI3 WBERTC44V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE.DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK=, 0 
ALPHA 6 .132 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 42 
---
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) O LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCOB) [ LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WOERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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F.IG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0
 





ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCO33 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOB8 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4tV.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 6.132 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 44 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOORK MACH 
(RJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO8) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBERTC4-V.T.STRUT' .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 6.132 X/LB = 1.133 .PAGE 45 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
cRJPCO3) Q LARC LTPT 223(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCOB) U LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000, .000 .200
 








FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L 2.120 ALPHA = 5.132 X/LB = 1.171 PAGE 46
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOG) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TALCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 6.132 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 47 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(PJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA1I) WBEVRIC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJDCO17 U LARC LTPT 223LA81) WBERTC4+V.TSTRUT .(00 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCC3) C LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCC8) [] LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/I 2.120 ALPHA = 6. 132 X/LB 1.280 PAGE 49 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILR1ON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPC03) C LARC LTPT 2291LAB1) WBEVRTC4 .000 .0oo .000 .200 
CRJPCOBJ [ LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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RNUN=.20 ALH = .3 /B = .8 AE 5 
-----------------------------------------------
ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA813 WGEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAIION DESCRIPTION 

RJPCO8) [I LARC LTPT 229LA8) WBERTC4V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC03) Q LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .Oo .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 8.176 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 52 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO3) 0 LARC LTP7 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .0o0 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCO8J LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 ' TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPC03) Q LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOB) j LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L 2.120 ALPHA 8.176 X/LB 1.094 PAGE 54
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC03) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOS) U LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT ,COO .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 




SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
Q LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT 
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TAILC-NE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 8.176 XIL8 1.171 PAGE 56 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO3) Q LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4 .COO .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO8) L. LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L =-2.120 ALPHA =-8.176 X/L-- 1.210 PAGE 57 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT:ON ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO8) U LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WERTC4*V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 8.176 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 58 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
RJPCOB3 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/'L= 2.0.'SPDBRK='.O 
ALPHA = 8. 176" X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 59 
DATA SET SfMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA91) WGEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCOS) U LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.1t20 ALPHA = 8.176 X/LB = 1.287 PAGE 80 
-----------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOB) U LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBERTC4-V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO33 Q LARC LTPT 229SLABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOB) [3 LARC LTPT 229(LAB) W8ERTC4+V.T.TRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 10.230 X/LB 1.055 PAGE 63 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WaEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L = 
ALPHA-- 10.230 X/LB =-1.094 
160 180 
2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
PAGE 64 
---------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 1000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOB) I- LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4-V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .OOD .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. 3POBRI 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA =10.230 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 65 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT!ON DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDSRK MACH 
CRJPCO32 C LARC LTPT 229(LASt) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO8) LARC LTPT 229(LAdI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO3) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA812 WBEVRTC4 .000 DO0 .000 .200
 
CRJPCO8) [] LARC LTPT 229CLABI WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT.ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RNIL= 2,0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 2.120 ALPHA 10.230 X/LB 1.210 -PAGE 67 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) B LAPt LTPT 229CLAB) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCNE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 20. SPDBRK= 0 
RNL = 2.120 ALPHA =10.230 X/LB = 1249 PAGE G8 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFISURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA =10.230, X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 69
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDSRK MACH
 
(RJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 2291LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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TAILCNE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRI-UTI-N 
140 160 18Q 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L =-2.120 ALPHA =-10.230 X/LB- 1.287 - PAGE 70 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON A:LRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO3) C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO8) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 12.244 X/LB .997 PAGE 71 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBR$ MACH 
(RJPC033 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO8) ] LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) Q LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO3 BL LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RNIL= 2.0# SPDBRK= 0
 
RNIL = 2.120 ALPHA = 12.244 X/L-B = 1.055 PAGE 73
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA9I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC ]0 LARC LTPT 229(LAOI) WBERTC41V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRdPCO8) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4-V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 2.120 ALPHA 12.244 X/LB 1.133 PAGE 75 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCOB) LPRC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) LARC LTPT 229LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPC08) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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0FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 12.244 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE, 77
 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPSRK MACH 
(RJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA8|l WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOS) 5 L RC LTPT 229CLASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO3 O LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCOB)U LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON' PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 2.120 ALPHA = 12.244 X/LB- = 1.280 PAGE 79 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON ALRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCO8) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFIECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L 2.0, SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L 2.120 ALPHA = 12.244 X/LB = 1.287 PAGE so
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 223CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCO9) [] LARC LTPT 229tLABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 0
 





SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 
LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 14.147 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 83 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOERK MACH 
CRJPC033 0 LARC LTPT 229CLABI) VBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOB) LI LARC LTPT 229CLA813 WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 -.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA91) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOB) ] LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RNIL= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 2.120 ALPHA X/LB -4.1471-33 -.- PAGE 85 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO3) Q LARC LTPT 22S(LA8l) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOB ) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0. 





- -- - -- - ------ ------- --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC03 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPC08) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RNIL='2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RNWL = 2.120 ALPHA =14.147 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 87 
3 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO8) B LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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PAGE 88 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
[RJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 223tLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOA) B LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) VBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRI'BUTION. RN/L=,2.0, SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L =-2.120 ALPHA = 14.147 X/L8-= 1.280 PAGE 89
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS2 [ LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V,T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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^PH = 1417 /L 
NPESR 
= 1.87 
DSRBTOR/ = 20 PBK 
PGE 9 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) Q LARC LTPT 22S(LAeI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO8) LARC LTPT 229CLAg1) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= -2.0. SPDBRK= 0
 
2.120 I .RN/L = ALPHA = 2I31 X/I R = 997 PAflF q 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 228(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS3 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 




SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 
[ LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WOERTC4+V.T.STRUT 
*3 ]; arT l mlL~ IIn iLTm i IIml I-n illml- mm ti Inil mmI JTn, Knr m1 
ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 
ALPHA 16I.131' X/LB 1.055 PAGE 
0 
93 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LAB1) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO8) LARC LTPT 22SCLA81l WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 16.131 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 94 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) C LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOS 3 LARC LTPT 229CLA8l) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC03) C LARC LTPT 229(LA8) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCDO) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WERTC4-V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOB) LARC LTPT 22S(LARI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 2,120 ALPHA = 16.131 X/L = 1.210 PAGF 97 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) VDEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO8) 3 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WSERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC03I LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBRVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO8) LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBERTC4 V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO3) C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .Do0 .200 
(RJPCO8) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE,DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 0
 





SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 
[ LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT 























FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE OISTRI'BUTION, RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0_
 
RN/L 2.120 ALPHA = 18.205 X/LB =.997 PAGE 101
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPC033 0 LARC LTPT 229(LAB1) WBEVRTC4 .000 1000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOB) [ LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WSERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L: 2.0, SPDBRK= 
0
 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 18.205 XLB = 1.017 PAGE 102
 
- - - ---- - -- - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOORK MACH
 
(RJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 22SCLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS) [] LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .2C0 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPOBR = 0 
RN/L = 2.120. ALPHA = 18.205 X/LB 1,055 PAGE 103 
1 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK - MACH 
CRJPC03J Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOB) LARC LTPT 22S(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG.3 TILCNE TRU EFECT N PESSRE ISTIBUION.RN/= 20. PDBK=I 




SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4 
L LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT 
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S FIG. 3 TAILONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 2.120 ALPHA X/LB = 1.133 '18.205 PAGE 105 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
tRJPCO33 C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOB) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. PN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO3) 0 LARC LTPT 22SCLASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG.. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 2.0o SPOSRK= 0 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELCVON AILRON SPOERK MACH
 
(RJPCO3) Q LARC LTPT 229(LABI WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO82 L LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBERTC4+V.T,.STRUT .000 .000 .QDO .200 
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FIG. 3 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 2.120 ALPHA = 12.205 X/LB = 1.220 PAGE 109 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC03) 0 LARC LTPT 2291LA91) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
[RJPCO8 3 LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
.2 
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FIG. 3 TAILCLJNE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 0 









CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
LARC LTPT 225CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOSRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPO2RI = 25
 
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = -2.044 X/LB .997 	 PAGE III 
- - - - - -
-------------------
------------ 
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI5) - LARC LTPT 229(LA8) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 	 .000 .000 25.00O .200
 
CRJPC36) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 ,000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKBOTTOM STRUT ,OOD .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCO&IE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE 9iSTRIBUTION.
 
RN/E= 2.0, SPOBRI = 25
RN/L 2.051 ALPHA = -2.044 X/L = 1.017 	 I PAGE 112
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI5) C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC3G) [ DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229CLA91) WBEVRTC4+SPDBR+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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a. 
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RN/L 2.051 N/-2. = , - /8 = 1.5 1= LPH -. -G IBK=2
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON A|LRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCl53 Q LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3B) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC4A) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4*SPDSRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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RNIL= 2.0, SPOBRK= 25
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160 180 
PAGE 114 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI5J Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC32) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 :200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPBR-BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG.4 TA~~~~~~~~~~~~IESIG STUEFETONPESRDITITO. 
RN/L= .0. SPBRK= 2 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVeN AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC15) 
(RJPC36)LJ 
LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK 









(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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B1 11 PAG 116 
RNL= 2.5-LHA = 
RNL=2.1SPBR=I5PAEI 
-. 44 XL 1.7 II l 
1 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC15I - LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.­
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPORK' MACH
 
(RJPCI5) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3G) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 2521
 
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = -2.044 X/LB = 1.249 	 PAGE 8 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBR MACH
 
(RJPCI5) 0 LARC LTPT 223(LASI) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC36) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000. .000 25.000 .200 
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Fig. 4 TAILCONE STING' STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 2,051 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25 








LARC LTPT 229(LA8II WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
DATA NO AVAILABLE 
LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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0 20 406 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION , 
LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK 

LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK*STING 

LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SP0BRK+BOTTOM STRUT 

ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
.00 .000 25.000 .200
 
.000 .000 25.000 .200
 
.000 .000 25.000 .200
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 12 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPC15) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) VBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000. 25.000 .200 
CRJPC3G) LARC LTPT 22OCLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPODRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4.SPBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000, 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 












LARC LTPT 228CLA81) WBEVRTC44SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK.STING 
LARC LTPT 22S(LARI) WBEVRTC4-SPOBRKBbTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. '4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUITION. 




.010 X/L8 1.055 PAGE 123 
--------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPCI5) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RiPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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LARC LTPT 229(LA81) W8EVRTC4 SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK+STING 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI5 Q LARC LTPT 229(LABI) BEvRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3S6) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEvRTC4+SPDSRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4-SPOBRK'SOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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LARC LTPT 229(LASI) W8EVRTC4.SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBCVRTC4.SPDBRK$STING 
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 25 
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- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI5) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3G) LARC LTPT 229CLA01) WiEVRTC-4SPDDRK.STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = .010 X/LB = 1.249 	 PAGE 128 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRS MACH 
(RJPC15] 0 LARC LTPT 22S(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC3) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4ASPDBRK.BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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LARC LTPT 229(LASI) W0EVRTC4 SPDBRK 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK'BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 2.051 RN/L=ALPPA 2.0. = SPDBRK=,10 25X/Le 1.287 PAGE 130 
--------------------------------------------- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIZ) Q LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .OO 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3SI) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBCVRTC4.SPOBRK*STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC44A LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WGEVRTC4+SPDDRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRi2UTION. 
RN/L 2.'051 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25 
',LPHA - 1.343 X/LB =997 PAGE 131 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI5) 0 LARC LIPT 229fLA81) WBEVRTC4SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC862 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK-STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) W8EVRTC4.SPDBRh-BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 











- - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS) n- LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 SPOBRK 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3G) LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SP0BRK STING 	 .000 .000 25.000 200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4SPDBPKI BOTT0M STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING. 
RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= X25/L.B = 1.055 PAGE 133 = .943RN/L -: 	 2.051 A PHA 
-- --------------------- -- - - -- - - -- - - -
--- -------------------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI5) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WEVRTC4.SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3G) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBPK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 1.943 X/LB = 1.094 	 PAGE 
3 
-134 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - -
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
[RJPCI5) C LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4*SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC3G) LARC LTPT 229CLA9I) WBEVRTC4.SPOSRK+StING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
[RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4ASPOBRK.BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. A TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 




1.943 X/LB 1.i,133 PAGE 135 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS] C LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RUPC3B) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4.SPCBRK-STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK+BOTT0M STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRR MACH
 
(RJPCI5) Q LARC LIPT 229(LA812 WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK-STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPCA4) LARC LTP! 22(CLABI) WBEVRTC4SPDBRIQBOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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-5 .4 TICN TNSRTEFET NPESR ITIUIN
 
RNL= .5 APA ,43 XLB = 121 AGr3
 
RNL20 ALPH = .43 X/0 1.210 P2AGE016 
137 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCI53 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC3G) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4*S0 DBRK4STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC443 ) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4-SPOBRK-BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25,000 .200 
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RN/L = 2.051 RN/L=ALPHA 2.0. SPOBRK= = 1.943 25 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 8 
ELEVON AILRON SPDRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) Q LARC LIPT 229(LAS) WBEVRTC4SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RJPC3S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) ?IEVRTC4SPDBRKXBOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 1.943 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 139 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) C LARC LTPT 229(LABI) VBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25,000 .200 
(RJPC3S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0, SPOBRK= 25
R/ '= 2.051 ALPHA = 1.943 X/LB = 1.287 .PAGE 140 




Q LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 223(LASI) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRPKSTING 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 25 




- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI5) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4SPDBR 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(PJPC3B3 I LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK-STING 	 .Oo .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC44 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 	 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 25








LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK.STING 
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LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4 SPDSPK+STING 
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 4.018 X/LG = 1.094 	 PAGE 144 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
tRJPC15) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LAB]) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC3) LARC LTPT 229CLABI) 'BEVRTC4ASPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229CLAB1) 'BEVRTC4.SPOBRK.BTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25,000 .200
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 1 
ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) C LARC LTPT 229(LA8B) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CPJPC36) LARC LTPT 229(LA812 V8EVRTC4+SPDBRK ST!NG .000 .000 25,000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA8IJ WBEVRTC4.SPDDRK BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIEUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 25
RN/L 2.051 ALPHA = 4.018 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 147 





LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 









(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA8l) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK-BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L. 2.051 
*RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 25 
AL.PHA = 4.018 .X/L8 1.280 PAGE 149 




) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE 








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC36S L LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBPK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC44SP@BRKBOTTON STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS 
RN/L= 2.0, SPOBRK= 25 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI5) C LARC LTPT 229LASI) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK-STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LAGI) WBEVRTC4+SrDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI5I Q LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4*SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC36) , i LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4ASPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229CLAI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKBOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS 
RN/L= 2.0, SPCBRK= 25 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPB:RK MACH 
(RJPC15) 0 LARC LTPT 229SLA8I) WBEVRTC4*SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
tRJPC36) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 5.991 X/LB = 1.094 

































































































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
tRJPCI5) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA91) WBEVRIC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3SI ] LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WSEVRTC4.SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25,000 .200 
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
0 LARC LTPT 229(LASj) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK*STING .000 .000 - 25.000 .200 
LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WSEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25 








LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK-STtNG 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 5.991 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 157 
10 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI5) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC36) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4-SP0BRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .oo 25.000 .200
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- N/= .0 SOBK 25I 
RN/L= 2.05 NLA= 2.0 .SPBR1 X/B=2.45AG 5 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI5) 0 LARD LTPT 229fLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3S3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229[LABI) WBEVRTC4SPBRKB0TTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 2.051 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25 
AL.PHA = 5.991 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 159 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3R) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
tRJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK.SOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 5.991 X/LB = 1.287 
160 180 
PAGE 160 
DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIB) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) 8EVRTC4+SPD8RK-ST;NG .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) W8EVRTC4+SPIRK+9OTTOM STRJT .000 .000 25.000 , .200
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING. STRUT'EFFECTS ON PRESSURE [DISTRIBUTION.
RN/L= 2.0, SPCBRK= 25
 




ELEVO14 AILRON SPDBRK MACH
DATA SET SYMBOL ' CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4'SPDBRX 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3) I LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4SPDBRK+STING 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
.000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 25
 
RN/L 	 2.051 ALPHA = 7.955 - X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 182 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC15) Q LARC LTPT 22SCLA8I) WBEVPTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC3S) 
CRJPC4) 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4-SPDSRK+STING 
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK = 25ALPHA = 7.955 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 163 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 ;200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 ..200
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 2.0, SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 7.955 X/LB = 1.094 


















LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK-STING 
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'FIG. 4 TAILC-ONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ONJ'RESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 25
 
= 2.051 ALPHA = 7.955 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 165 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOERK MACH
 
CRJPC15) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WOEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3G) LARC LTPT 229CLAOI) WBEVRTC4ASPORK+STING .DO0 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON'PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
- RN/L= 2.0, SPOBRK= 25 













LARC LTPT 229(LA812 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+B0TTOM STRUT 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS 











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI5) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4-SPBRK 	 0Cc .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC36) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC44SPDBRK-STING 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC4A LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
 









RNL20 ALPH 0 80L1.24 	 P2AGE0 18
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI5) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LAa8) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(PJPC36) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 2.051 
RN/L= 2,0. SPOBRK= 
ALPHA = 7.955 
25 
X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 169 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI5) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC44 Q LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 7.955 X/LB = 1.287 	 PAGE 170
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI5) C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .Oo .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC36) LARC LTPT 229(LAOI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK-BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229SLA8I) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC36) LARC LTPT 22SLASI) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRKISTING OO .000 25,000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRX.BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25,000 .200
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RN/ 2.5 ALH 9.8 /B107PG 7 
------- --- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC152 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC36) LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4*SPDBRK STING - .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPCA4) LARC LTPT 229tLA9I) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK-BOTTOM STRUT .000 .00 25.000 .200
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-TAILCONE
FIG. 4 STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 2.0, SPOBRt = 25
 






SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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2.05 40 80PH 1008 140 20 PAG0 17 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPCI5) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPODRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 (RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKBOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L = 2.051 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK=25 
ALPHA = 9.9ee X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 175 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI5) C LARC LTPT 229LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPCS6S1 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 ,25.000 .200
 
CRJPC44 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS 








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC]5) 0 LARC LTPT 229fLA8I7 WOEVRTC4SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC3G) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTCI4SPDBRK+STINO .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44I LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RNIL 2.051 RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25ALPHA 9.988 XILB-­ 1.- PAGE 177 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
tRJPCI5) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC36) LARC LTPT 229(LABI WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK.STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK=RN/L = 2.051- ALPHA = 259.988 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 178 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI5) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC44) LARC LTRT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 9.988 X/L8 1.280 PAGE 179 
-------------------- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOORK MACH 
(RJPCI5) C LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC36) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LAS1) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 2.051 RN/L= 2.0, SPOBRK= 25 ALPHA = 9.988 X/LB = 1287 PAGE 180 
8 
DATASET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON, SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC15) ) LARC LTPT 229LASI) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 (RJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTq4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT-EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 25 










LARC LTPT 229CLA91) WBEVRTC4-SPO9RK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIMN. 
RNIL = 2.051 
RN/L= 2.0, SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 12.435 X/1-8 = 1.055 -PAGE 183 







LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WV':'RTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
LARC LTPT 229(LA61) WBEVRTC4tSPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,* 
RN/L = 2.051 RN/L= 2.0, 
SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 12.435 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 184 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI5) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3GJ LARC LTPT 229(LAOI) WOEVRTC44SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44] LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WDEVRTC4+SPDBRX+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 2.051 RN/L=ALPHA 2.0, SPDBRK= = 12.435 25 X/LB =.1.133 PAGE 185 
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
---------------------------------------------
DATA'SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
tRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 1200 
(RJPC3G) LARC LTPT 229CLA01) WBEVRTC4SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 .ODD 25.000 .200
 CRJPCI5) LARC LTPT 229LXSI) WBEVRTC4+SPDDP( 

.000 .000 25.000 .200
LARC LTPT 22(LAI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK-STINO
(RJPC3) 

.000 .000 25.000 .200
LARC LTPT 229SLA81I WBEVRTC4SPDBRKBOTTOM STRUT
(RJPC443 
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RN/L 2.0, SPCBRK= 25

RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 12.435 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 187 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPC15) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC36) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC44) LARC LTPT 229CLA91) WBEVRTC4.SPDBPK4SOTTOM STRUT . 00 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 12.435 X/L3 1.249 	 PAGE 188
 
------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI5) n LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC36) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC44) LARC LTPT 229SLAGI) WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 	 rAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25 
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 12.435 X/LB = 1.280 	 - PAGE 189 




C LARC LTPT 229(LAGI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 











SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
LARC LTPT 229(LAB) WGEVRTC4*SPDBRK+BOTT0M STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIS) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA1) WBFVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC36) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 22d(LA8l) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK BOTTOH STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 	4 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 14.167 X/LB = 1.017 	 PAGE 192 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) Q LARC LTPT,229LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229SLA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC44) LARC LTPT 225(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SP0BRK BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
•RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 14.167, X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 193 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI5) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC36) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC44) LARC LTPT 229fLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK.BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 14.167 X/LB 1.094 	 PAGE 1,94 
180 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .OOO 25.000 .200 
CRJPC3G) LARC LTPT 229(LA61) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 











SYhSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDRK MACH
 
C LARC LTPT 229(LA8I)W'BEVRTC4+SPDSRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
LARC LTPT 229(LA8) WBEVRTC4+SPDBPK+STING .000 .000 25,000 .200
 
LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPQDRK+OOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDSRK= 25 
= 2,051 ALPHA = 14.167 X/LS 1.171 PAGE 196 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTICN ELEVON AILRON SPOSRK MACH
 
CRJPC15) C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC36) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDlRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILGONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,. 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA 14.167 X/LB 1.210 PAGE 197 
----------------------------------------------------------
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC153 0 LARC LTPT 223CLA81) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WEEVRTC4+SPDBRK4STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4-SPOBRK4BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-----------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RJPCIS) C LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK 
(RJPC3S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(RJPC44A 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI3 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKiBOTTOM STRUT 
.3--
ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
.000 .000 25.000 .200
 
.000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG, 4 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
=
RN/L 2.0. SPOBRK= 25

RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 14.167 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 199 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOERK MACH 
(RJPCI5) C LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC36) U DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 -.000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC44) LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKBOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 14.167 X/LB = 1.287 	 PAGE 200
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI95 1 LARC LTPT 229SLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC36) LARC LTPT 22S(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0, SPOBRK= 25
 
RN/I. 2.051 AL.PHA = 16.251 X/LB .997 	 PAGE 201
 
- - - -
- - -
-- - - - - - -
- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC15) n LARC LTPT 2293LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 , 000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC36) LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC44 L LARC LTPT 229CLAI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFE-TS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/t-= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = .2.051 ALPHA = 16.251 X/LB = 1.017 	 PAGE 202
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI5) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81) VBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
cRJPC3s) U LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDDRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC44) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) VBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOX STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDSRK MACH 
(RJPCI5) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBVRTC4.SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC3G) LARC LTPT 22S(LA81) VBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT,-EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUT,'ION.
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 25
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 16.251 X/LB = 1.084 	 PAQE 204 
--
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI5) C LARC LTPT 229(LASI WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .COO 25,000 .200 
CRJPC3S) ] LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC44) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25:000 .200
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 16.25 X/L 8 '. 133 	 PAGE 205 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -











SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK .000 .COO 25.000 .200
 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK.STING .000 .CO0 25,000' .200
 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 25
 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIS2 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 	 .000 .COO 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC363 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) W8EVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC44 Q LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
 













FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 25­






- -- - - -- -- --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI5) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLAB) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK-STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC44) LARC LTPT 229CLA8t) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT. .000 .000 25.000 . 200 
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 25RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA =16.251 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 208
 
------ ------ -----
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI5) Q LARD LTPT 229(LA8I) W9EVRTC4 SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3G) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) LARD LTPT 229CLABI WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPOBRK= 25 
RN/L 2.051 ALPHA = 16.251 X!LB = 1.280 PAGE 209
 
---
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC15) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC44) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 2.0, SPOBRK= 25
 










LARC LTPT 229CLAI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPBRK STING 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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/8 = .07PG 1 
-- 
------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ----- ----- -----
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- --------------
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RUPCIB) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .DO 25.000 .200 
CRJPC36) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000- 25.000 .200
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 2.051 ALPHA = 18.305 X/LB =1.017 	 PAGE 212 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPORK MACH
 
(RJPCIS) Q LARC LTPT 228CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 (RJPC3SG) LARC LTPT 229$LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TA1LCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA =18,305 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 213 




LARC LTPT 222(LASI) WBEVRTC4*SPDBRK 
LARD LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK'STING 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING- 'STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIUTION, 








X/LB = 1.33 PAGE 215 
- --------- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS3 LARC LTPT 229CLAS) WEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC44) DATA NOT AVAILAlLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 4 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 2.0. SPDBRK= 25
 





SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON 
C LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4-SPOBRK .000 .000 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 
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FIG. 4, TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 2.051 RN/L=ALPHA 2.0, SPOBRK= = -18.305 25X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 217 
- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC15) C LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC44) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
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=RN/L 2.0R1LA= 18,305DBR /2 = -. PG 1 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC15) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) VBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC44) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI5) 
(RJPC3G) 
0 LARC LTPT 229CLA9I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 









(RJPC44) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 4 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RNIL = 2.051 
RN/L= 2.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 18.305 XILB = 1.287 PAGE 220 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CRJPCO43 0 LARC LTPT 22SCLASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO9) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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=FIG. S TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK 0 
.= =RN/L 4.041 ALPHA = -2.044 X/LB .997 PAGE 221 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO4) Q LARC LTPT 229CLAOI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS) LARC LTPT 22SCLABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC04) C LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000, .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOS) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA -2.044 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 224 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCQ4) 
(RJPCGUS 
0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA -2.044 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 225 
----------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC04) C LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC09) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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=FIG. 5 TALCONE'STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L 4.O, SPOBRK= 0 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 4.041 ALPHA = -2.044 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 227 
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- - - --- - - -
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- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC043 0 LARC LTPT 22StLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCOS) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC44V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AIL.RON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO4) O LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCOS) U LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RNIL= 4.0, SPDBRK-- 0 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 0 




SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
Q LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 
LARC LTPT 228(LASI) WSERTC4+V.T.STRUT 
4....... 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 0 
ALPHA = -.010 XIL8 .997 PAGE 231 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC04) C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC09 Li LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RNIL= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L 4.041 ALPHA -.010 X/LB =-1.017 PAGE 232
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCU9) U LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION; RN/L=' 4.0. SPDBRK= Q 
RN/L 4.041 ALPHA = -. 010 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 233 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOSRK MACH
 
CRJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPC09) [ LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RNL= 4.0, SPDBRK= 0RN/L 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCO) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) 4BERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = -.010 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 237 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC041 C LARC LTPT 229fLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .00 .200
0 

(RJPCOS) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 0
 
,RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = -.010 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 238
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC04] Q LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG'. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SP0BRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA -- -.010 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 239 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC04) C LARC LTPT 223(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO9) ] LARC LTPT 22(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRISUTION, RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 0O 
ALPHA = -.010 X/LB =-1.287 PAGE .240 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDORK MACH
 
CRJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 2.004 X/LB = .97 PAGE 241 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDSRK MACH
 
(RJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPC09) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WSERTC4+V.T.STRIJT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 2.004 x/LB = 1.017 PAGE 242 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO4J 0 LARC LTPT 2Z9CLASI) WGEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 1200
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FIG. 5 -TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0, S.PDBRK= 0
 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 2.004 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 243
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO4) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC09) ] LARC LTPT 229(LAG1) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 2.004 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 244 
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FIG. 5iALCN STU EFEC ON PRSUEDSRBTO.R/=40'PBK 
RNL= 404O LH2 = 200 X/L 8= 113 124 PAGE40 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO4) C LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 '000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS) LARD LTPT 223(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0 SPDBRK= 0 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 2.004 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 247 
----- - ----
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACN 
(RJPC04))LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 ..200 
CRJPC0S) U LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
....... ..
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 0 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 2.004 X/Le 1.280 PAGE 249 
MACH
 
(RJPCC4) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .OO .000) .000 .200
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION :LEVON AILRON SPDBRK 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISIRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 0 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
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RNL =- .4-APA = .1 XL 11 PAGE 252 
DATA SET SYMBOL -CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRh MACH
 
tRJPC04) C LAPC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPC09) LARC LTPT 229(LABi) WBERTC4V.T.STRUT 000 .000 .000 .200
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4.0 SPBR 0 
RNL = 4.4 LHA= 401 /R = .5 PG 5 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CON;IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO4) Q LARC LIPT 229CLA01) WOEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO9) [j LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4-VT.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG 5 TALCN STU EFEC ONPESR DISRIUTON RNL 4.,SOSK
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC04) C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) VBEVRTC4 .000 C00 .000 .200
 
(RJPC0S) " LARC LTPT 229(LA81) YBERTC4V.T.STRUT .000 O000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 ,000 .000 .000 .200 
(RjrC09) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBCPTC4.V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 4.018 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 257 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCC4) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC9) LARC LTPT 229(LAI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 22SCLASI) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 .000 .000 .200
LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT
(RJPCS) 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 4.041 ALPHA = 4.018 X/LB = 1.280' PAE 259 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPVBRK MACH
 
CRJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0, SPOBRK= 0
 
RNIL = 4.041 ALPHA = 4.018 XILB = 1.287 PAGE 260
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDORK MACH
 
(RJPCO4I LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPC0S L LARC LTPT 22S9LA8I) WBERTC4 V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,'RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 0
 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 6.031 X/LB .997 PAGE 261
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC04) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA8I} WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC09) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBERTC4IV.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 6.031 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 262 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION.-RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 0. 
RN/. = 4.041 ALPHA = 6.031 X/'L6 = 1.055 PAGE 263 
0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC04) LARC LTPT 229LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC09) 8 LFRC LTPT 229SLA81) WERTC4-V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .00 .200 
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DATA SET SYIBOL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC041 C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCO) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WOERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 6.031 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 265 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO4) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCO9) LARC LTPT 229(LAOI) WBERTC4V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG, 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA G.031 X/LB = 1.171 PAGE 266 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(PJPC04) Q LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEYRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
RJPC09) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 . 20 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LAGI) WDEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS) J LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 ,.000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILGONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK=.0 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 8.031 >(/Le = 1.280 PAGE 269 
0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC04) 0 LARC LIPT 229(LA81) WUEVRMC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC0S LARC LIPT 229ILABI) WBERTC4'V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG.'5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA 6.031 X/LB = 1.287 . PAGE 270 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPC04) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCO93 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.StRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG.' 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK='O 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 8.236 X/LE = .997 PAGE 271 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC041 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO9) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRIUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/Lz 4.0. SPDBRK=',O 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 8.236 X/LB = 1.017 PA GE 272 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC04) Q LARC LTPT 229(LAS1) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC09) LARC LTPT 229CLA91) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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ELEVON AILRON SPOSRK MACH
 DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 .000. .200
(RJPCO4) Q LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 
.000 .000 . .000 .200
(RJPCOS) I] LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION- RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK 0FIG. 5 

PAGE 274
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 8.236 X/LB = 1.094 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO4) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WEVRTC4- .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCO9) I LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+VT.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200, 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC09) LARC LTPT 229CLA812 WBERTC4V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGIUIATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOSRK MACH 
(RJPC04j 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC0S) ] LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBERTC4 V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
ALPHA = 8.236- X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 277 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC043 0 LARC LTPT 	229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPC09)[] LARC LTPT 	229CLASI) WSERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 8.236 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 278 
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DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCO4) Q .LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO4) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 8.236 X/LB = 1.287 PAGE 280 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBSK MACH
 
(RJPC04) 0 LARC L7PT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 ,000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS ] L LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 4.041 ALPHA = 10.321 K/LB = .997 PAGE 281 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRn MACH 
(RJPC04) LARC LTPT 229(LASI WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC0S a LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4AVT.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRk= o 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 10.321 X/LB '= 1.017 PAGE 282 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .2CO 
(PJPCO9) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .0O .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LAGI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO9) B LARC LTPT 229(LA8|) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 4.041 ALPHA 10.321 X/LB 1.094 PAGE 284 
DATA SET SYN10L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBfK HACH 
(RJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSUJRE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 10.321 X/LB = 1.133 285.PAGE 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVDN AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC4) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(rJPCO) LARC LTPT 229SLABI) WBERTC4IV.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L 4.041 ALPHA = 10.321 X/LB = 1.171 PAGE 286 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO4) 0 LAPC LTPT 229(LA8I) OBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCO9) U LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERVC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 ;200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT' EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 0
 
RN/L 4.041 ALPHA 10.321- X/LB 1.210 PAGE 287
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRX MACH 
CRJPCO4) LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WEEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS) [ LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WEERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC04J 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) VBEVRTCA .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCOS) [] LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPOSRK= 0 




SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
C LARC LIPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 
Li LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCO4) LARC LTPT 229 LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC09) , LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .00C .000 .000 .200 
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DAtA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC04) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT-ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA =12.345 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 293
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO4) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC04) C LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .COD .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION; RN/L= 4.0, SPOERK= 0
 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA = 12.345 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 295 
8 
--------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO4) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCOS) ] LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0; SPDBRK= 0 




- -- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WDEVRTC4 .000 .DOO .000 .200
 
RJPC0S) U LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
II I I II4...­
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FIG;' 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 4,041 ALPHA = 12.345 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 297 
-- - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCD4) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPC0O9) LARC LTPT 223CLA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L.= 4.0, SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L = 4.041 ALPHA 12.345 X/LB 1.249 PAGE 298
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO4) 0 LARC LIPT 229(LASI) WBEVRIC4 .0OO .000 .000 .200 
(RjPCUSJ [L LARC LTPT 223(LABI2 WERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 5 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/.L = 4.041 ALPHA = 12.345 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 299 
1 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPn5RK MACH 
(RdPC04) 0 LARC LTPT 22S(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 1000 .200 
CRJPCOS2 LARC LTPT 229(LA81] WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .00 .000 .200
 




I.I 5--I----- STRUT EFFECT ON-PRE-S--E-DIS-R-BU-I-----------------------­
•- -------------------------------------------­
-.-----------------------------
ci -.----------------------------------041 ALPHA 12-----------------------­
.2~- - - - - - - - -. --- - - - - - 1 J-1 J 
.9----------­
o---------------0----
 ------ ----- - 1-- ----­
-. 2----------------------
- - ­
- . I W U1 i I [ 
0-2040 S 80 2010is s, 
RNL= 401 ALH 1234 /LI 127 AE 0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) O LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPCAS) LARC LTPT 22S(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTON STRUT .000 .000- 25.000, .200 
.... ... .... ...... 
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XL = .97PG 0 
Wi 39 AWLPH = ; 4 X/L B . I AEI i 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIG) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA91) WBEVRTC4SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC3) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4SPDBRlSTING .obo .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC4S) LARC LTPT 229CLAS1).WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTO STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIGI 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK COO .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37J LARC LTPT 229(L81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK STING CO0 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 223(LA81) WDEVRTC4'SPDBRK-BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
 







-. 6 - -------- STING,-----T-E--EC ---------------------------­
RN/L= 4.0. SPCBRK= 25 
RN/L 3.987 ALPHA =. -1.943 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 303 
- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIG] Q LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC37) LARC LTPT 229CLAB) WBEVRTC4+SPUBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 6 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, .
 
RNIL= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25
RN/L = 3.987 ALPHA = -1.943 X/LB = 1.094 	 PAGE 304
 




0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA811 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK.STING 
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 3.987 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25 








LARC LTPT 229(LA91) W2EVRTC4 SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK-STING 
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 25
ALPHA = -1.943 X/LB = 1.171 
lb0 180 
PAGE 30& 





LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 









(RJPC4S) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKBS TT0M STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L" = 3.987 RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRN= 25 ALPHA = -1.943 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 307 
DATA ,SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIB) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 (RJPC37)J LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4*SPUBRK STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 4.0, SPOBRK 25 
ALPHA = -1.943 X/LB 1.249 
180 180 
PAGE 308 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRSK MACH 
(RJPCI6) C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC4S Q LARC LTPT 229(LABI) VBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. .6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L 3.987 
RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 25 
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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TAILCONE STIN'G, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25 












LARC LTPT 229CLA8l] WREVRTC4+SPDB3RK 
LARC LTPT 2298LAB1) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK-STING 
LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WVBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 3.987 
RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = .333 X/LB = *.997 PAGE 311 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOERK MACH 
CRJPC!S) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA813 VBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.OQO .200 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229CAB1} WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK.STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPCA5) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+DOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DrSCRIPTICN 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK 
LARC LTPT 229fLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STIt4 
LARC LTPT 229(LAS13 WEEVRTC4.SPDBRt(BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 6 - TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 




.393 )(/LB =, 1.055 PAGE! 313 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) Q LARC LIPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRIC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 










I -- [.. 
RN/L= 4.0 IIRK 25 
R =-/L 3.8 ALPHA .33 X/BI1. AG 1 
-.- 3. 1.94 G 31
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RJPCIS) Q LARC LTPT 22SCLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
CRJPC37) L LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 SPOBRK+STING 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WGEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
.4------------------------
4 1 . .-
2 r 
ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
.000 .000 25.000 .200 
.000 .000 " 25.000 .200 
.000 -.000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) ] LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WSEVRTC4 SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKS+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG 6 SRUTAICOE EFECSSIN, N PESUREDITRIUTON 
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FIG. 6 	 TAILCONE ST]NG. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 25
 









LARC LTPT Y29(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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FIG, S 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE OISTRIBUTJ.10
 
RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 25
RN/L = 3.987 ALPHA = .393 X/LB = 1.249 	 PAGE 318 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS] 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC45) LARD LTPT 229(LABI) WBE VRTC4+SPDBRKtBOTT0M STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
.3.----------­
FI.6 • TILCN I i I I0 SIGSTUEFETONPEURDSRBTION. 
RNL!..SDR=2 
RNL .97 ALHA/ .39 X/B= 120PG 
-. 4.----0 ----- 20 -- -- - - ,'0GO"-0---- -------------­
3.080N/ AL0H .3 0 80 1020 120E 1431098
 













SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPPBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOK STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 25 

= 3.987 ALPHA = ,393 X/LB = 1.287 
..mm. ....n.... 



















LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBR$+STING 
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 25RN/L 3.987 ALPHA 1.974 x/L .997 PAGE 321 
-- 











SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
0 LARC LTPT 229SLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WEEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK-BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 6 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25
 






0 LARC LTPT 22S(LA81) WGEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LAGI) WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK+STING 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 6 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 4.0, SPOeRK= 25
RN/L 3.987 ALPHA -- 1.974 X/LB 1.055 	 PAGE 323 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .OD 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDaRKSTING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC451 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVR7p4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION­
RN/L = 3.987 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 1.974 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 324 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPODRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) C LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC37) 
(RJPC45) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 .000 .000 25.000 25.000 .200 .200 











TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 1.974 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 325 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIG3 0 LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN!>= 4.0. SPOBRS= 25 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIG ) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC37 ) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(PJPC45) LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTDH STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 3.987 ALPHA = 1.974 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 327 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBR '.000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC37]1 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WB5VRTCA SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC45] LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPD8RK+B0TTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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RNL - . 87 ALPA , .974 X/L = 1. PG"2 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC37) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.0C0 .20
 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229SLAS1) WDEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOH STRUT .OO .000 25.000 .200
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F.IG. 6 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 4.0, SPOBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 3.987 ALPHA = 1.974 X/LB = 1.280 	 PAGE 329
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIS) Q LARC LTPT 22S&LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC37) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LA8l) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
 





RNL 4., SPDBRKi 
-RN1 3.97 ALPHA. 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS 










LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WSEVRTC4+SPDRK STING 
LARC LTPT 229CLA61) WSEVRTC4SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUJTION. 
RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 3.947 X/LE = .997 
- - - - -
IL IW I 
160 120 
PAGE 331 
-- - - - - - - -- - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
~CRJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .oo 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 25RN/L 3.987 ALPHA 3.947 X/LB 1.017 PAGE 332 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDRK MACH
 
CRJPCIG) . LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPD8RKSTING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 3.947 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 333 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOERK MACH
 
(RJPCISG 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) W8EVRTC4+SPDRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LA8) WBEVRTC4-SPDRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC45 ) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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S.987 LHA =I I 1.094 PG 33W 
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DArA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI6) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WCEVRTC4+SPODRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRIK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTCM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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F.7 6 T GNESIG STU EFETSO PRSUEDITIU I.]RNL=40.SPB,=2
RNL ALH X/B 113 PGE 33397= .4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPC16) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .00,0 25.000 .200 
CRJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) W6EVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING& .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC4S) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK-BOTTCM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/Ls 4.0, SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = .3,947 X/LB = 1.171 PAGE 336 
- - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37I LARC LTPT 229CLA31) WBEVRTC4+SPDBR+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. S TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSUREt DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 4.0, SPOBRK= 25






-- -- -- -- 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIG) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC37) J LARC LTPT 229CLASI) VBEVRTC4+SPDRK STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC45 LARC LTPT 229LA81) %BEVRTC4.SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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RN/L = 3.9B7- ALPHA = 3.947 X/LB = 1.249 	 PAGE 338 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIG) 0 LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBEVRTC4+SP0BRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC37) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKBOTTO STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 6 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RNIL= 4.C. SPDBRK= 25
RN/L =-3.'987 ALPHA = 3.947 X/LB 1.2-0 	 PAGE 33
 
----------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDSRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 22SCLA8I WBgVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC37) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 228CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+EOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. S 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 25
RN/L = 3.987 ALPHA = 3.g47 X/LB = 1,287 	 PAGE' 340 
------ -----------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON, AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI6) C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) VyEVRTC4+SP0BRK .000, .000 ,25.000 .200
 
CRJPC37) LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC44SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.0C .200
 
(RJPC45 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
 








FIG. 6 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 3.987 ALPHA = 5.981 X/LB = .997 	 PAGE 341
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI6) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDORK+STING 	 .000 .000 25.DO0 .200
 
CRJPC4S3 LARC LTPT 229CLA8I WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BDTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 6 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25

RN/L = 3.987 ALPHA = 5.981 X/LB = 1.017 	 PAGE 342
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI6 C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK, .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37) L LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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5.981 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 343 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOSRK MACH
 
CRJPCIS))LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .OO0 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC37) LARC LTPT 2293LABI) WBEVRTCA+SPDSRK STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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'TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 5.981 X/LB = 1.094 
160 180 
PAGE 344 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229rLA913 WBEVPTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 4.0, SPOBRK= 25 
RN/L = 3.987 ALPHA = 5.981 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 345 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPCI6) O LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37)U LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SP0BRK.BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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RN/ 3.8 LH .8 B' .7 PAG 346 
-.59-
RNL397 LH 591 XL = '111PG 4 
---- ---
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIG) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WSEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPBRK+BDTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. S TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 4.0, SPOBRK= 25RN/L = 3.987 ALPHA = 5.981 X/LB - 1. 2-0 PAGE 347 
--- --- ---
- -- - - -- - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) C LARC LTPT 229CLA81 WBEVRTCA+SPO2RK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37)3 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING. .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC45) LARC LTPT 229tLA9I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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RNL- .987 ALPHA = .1 XL = i ,24PGE 34 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDSRK MACH
 
tRJPCI$3 0 LARC LTPT 229LA81) 'BEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC37) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRKBOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPORK MACH
 
0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8l) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC44SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. S TAILCNE STING. STRUT EFFECTS N PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
~RN/L= 4.0. SPEJBRK= 25
 
= 3.987 ALPHA = 5.981 X/LB = 1.287 







-- - - -------
--------------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOSR MACH
 
(RJPCIG) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229CLA813 WBEVRTC4+SPODBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WSEVRTC4SPDBRK4BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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LARC LTPT 229SLASI) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STINS 
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE ST'ING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION., 
.RN/L = 3.987 RNIL= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25 ALPHA = 7.985 X/LB 1.017 PAGE 352 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCIB) C LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 1000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LAB1) VBEVRTC4+SP0DRK+STING 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC45 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. S 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 3.987 ALPHA = 7.9e5 X/LB 1.055 	 PAGE 353 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI6) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC37)U LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC45 Q LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LA01) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CR(JPC452 LARC LTPT 229CLA9I) WEEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 25 








LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 4.0, SP0BRK= 25 
= ?.987 ALPHA = 7.985 X/LB = 1.171 
±J 'J1 ± . i i i l i i [ 4 I I 
160 180 
PAGE 356 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA91) WSEVRTC4+SPDPRK .000 .00 25.000 . .200 
(RJPC37) U LARC LTPT 229(LAB1) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 :000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
 








TA[LCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA ,= 7.985 X/L8 1.210 PAGE 357 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) Q LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC373 
(RJPC453 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 3.987 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 7.985 X/LB 1. ,249 PAGE '358 " 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIBI 
(RJPC3721 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) 









CRJPC451 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WSEVRTC4 SPDBRK BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 7.985 X/LB = 1.280 
160 180 
PAGE 359 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCI6) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.O00 .200 
CRJPC37) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPCAS) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK4BOTTOM STRUT 1000 .000 25,000 .200
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LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 4.0. SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 10.1I09 X/LB = .997 PAGE 381 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) Q LARC LTPT 229cLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC37)3 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPBRR+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 6' TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L = 3.987 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 10.109 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 362 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI6) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK STING 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(CJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LA81I WBEVRTC4SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 6 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L- 4.0, SPOBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 3.987 ALPHA = 10.109 X/LB = 1.055 	 PAGE 363
 
- - - - - - --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI6) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4A$POBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3?) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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- - - - - 77- - - - - - ­
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.9e7- ALPHA ='10.1 ------ 1. 
RN/L= 4..SPBK=2
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C LARC LTPT 229LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WEVRTC4SPDBRKXSTING 
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FIG. 6' TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L = 3.987 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK=.25 
AL-PHA = 0.1i09 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 365 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI6) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI3 WBEVRTC4,SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC373 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS3 Q LARC LTPT 229CLA8'l) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .400 
(RJPC373 LARC LTPT 22(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STINO .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC45) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) IWBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIG3 ) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4*SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4*SPOBRK4BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 6 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 3.987 ALPHA =10.109 X/LB = 1.249 	 PAGE 368
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS) LARC L.TPT 229LABI) WBEVRTC44SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC37) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
fRJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LAB1) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
 



















LARC LTPT 229CLA6I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPD*K+BOTTOM STRUT 
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE.DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 4.0. SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA =10.109 X/LB = 1.287 
160 180 
PAGE 370 
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFTGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIG))LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WOEVRTC4+SPDORK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC37I U LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC4S LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTO STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) Q LARC LTPT 229LA8I WBEVRTC4.SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 ,200 
CRJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK+STING 
-.000 .000 25.000 .200
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LARC LTPT 229(LA81 VBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK-STING 
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25ALPHA = 12.093 X/LB = 1.055 PGPG 77 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON, SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI6) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPPRK STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC45) LARC LTPT 229(LABI2 W-EVRTCA+SPDBRK+BOTTOM'STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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3.980/ ALH4209 X0 .09 10 PAGE 8 37440 
DATA SET SYM1OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIG) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
tRJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
rRJPC45) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .OCO .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L = 3.987 RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK=,25ALPHA = 12.093 X/L8 1.133 PAGE 375 
- - -- - -- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIS3 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC37) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4ASPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC45) LARC LTPT 229LAOI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKXBOTTON STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 6 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 4.0, SPOBRK= 25
 






SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
L LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS-ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 3.987 
RN/L= 4.0. SPORRK= 25 
ALPHA = 12.093 X/LG 1.210 PAGE 377 
-- -- 
- - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SP0BRK MACH 
(RJPCIG) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA61) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25,000 .200 
(RJPC37) LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 .25.000 .200
 
(RJPC45) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM sTrUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 








LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
LARC LTPT 22S(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 6 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 4.0, SPDBRK= 25 





DATA SET SYHBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC373) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = -2. 004 X/LB = .997 PAGE 381 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVON AILRON SPD6RK MACH
 
(RJPC05) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
tRJPCI) LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 

RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA =-2.004 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE '382
 
FIG. 7' -TAILCONE .0,-,PDBRK= 
 0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC05) C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WVEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCIO) L] LARC LTPT 229CLA81I WBERTC4+V.TSTRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AIL.RON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPC05) 
CRJPCIO) 
0 LARC LTPT 229CLAS13 WBEVRTC4 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK 0 
RN/L = 5. 998 ALPHA = -2.004 X/LB = 1,094 PAGE 384 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO5) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON-PRESSURE.DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = -2.004 X/Le = • 1.133 PAGE 385
 
----------------------------------- 
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO5) C LARC LTPT 223(LA81 WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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=FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON' PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L 6.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L '= 5.998 ALPHA =-2.004 X/LB = 1.171 PAGE 386 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCIOI [] LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4-V.TSTRUT .000 ,000 .000 .200 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = -2.004 X/LB = 1.210 -PAGE 387 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO } Q LARC LTPT 229(LABI WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCIO L LARC LTPT 229CLA813 WBERTC4.V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
MtlIII I -1nMIl tl l IIII Iml 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE ISTR'IBUT'ION, RN/L = 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLASI) J8EVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
RJPCIO) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFRECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = -2.004 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 389 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPC053 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABSI WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
cRJPCI03) LARC LTPT 228(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FiG. 7- TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPOBRK= 0 






CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 
LARC LTPT 229CLA91) W1ERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = .081 X/LB = .997 PAGE 391 
------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC05 C LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .C0O .000' .000 .200
 
CRJPCIO) LARC LTPT 229tLA81) VBERTC4V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 'ALPHA = .081 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 392 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC05) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 7 TAILC(ONE STRUT EFFECT O N PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RNIL= 6.0, SPOBRK= 0
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO5) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO53 Q LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPEIO) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = .081 X/LB = 1I.133 "'PAGE 395 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO5) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCIC) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4-V.T.STRUT .00 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPOBRK= 0
 
RN/L 5.998 ALPHA = .081 X/LB 1.171 PAGE 396
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO5) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AIt.RON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO5) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) VBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCIOI LARC LTPT 229(LABI3 WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG.'7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L =5.998 ALPHA = .081 X/LB = 1,249 PAGE 398
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC05) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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-------------------- -------------------- 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCO5I3 
CRJPCIO) 
LARD LTPT 229CLA8I) VBEVRTC4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC05) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCIO) U LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC053 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASIJ WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 2.308 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 402
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO5) C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCIO) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 2.308 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 403 
* DATA SET' SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC05 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC053 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCI)0 U LARC LTPT 229CLA61) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCO53 Q LARD LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4 - .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCIO) LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT 	 .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 2.306 X/LB = 1.171 PAGE 406 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCO5) C LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCIO) L LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+VT.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIb..7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L =5.998 ALPHA = 2.306 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 408 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO5) 0 LARD LTPT 229(LA8i) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC05) C LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L =5.998 ALPHA = 2.306 X/LB = 1.287 PAGE 410
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCOS) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCIO) U LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0, SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA 4. 199 X/LR .997 PAGE 411 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC05) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCIO) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) VBERTC44V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5,998 ALPHA = 4.199 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 412 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO5 0 LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCIO) [ LARC LTPT 229CLAB2) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RNIL= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L --5.998 ALPHA = 4.199 X/LB 1.055 PAGE 413
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
dRJPCO5) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LAS1 WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCIO) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 4.199 X/LB = 1.094 ?AGE .414 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC05) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCIO) U LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE EJISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPO8RK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 4.199 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 415 
l  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC05) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WEEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCIQ) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4-V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO5) Q LARC LTPT 229CLAB1) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCIQ) [L LARC LTPT 22(LA81) WBERT4+V.T.STRUT .00 .000 .000 .,200 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 4.199 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 417 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC053 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCIO) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WSERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION# RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRI( 0 
RN/L 5.998 ALPHA 4.199 X/LB 1.249 PAGE 418 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC05))LARC LTPT 229CLA813 WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCIO)U LARC LTPT 229tLABI) WBERTC4 V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= S.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 4.199 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 419 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(R4PC05) 0 LARC LTPT 229LAS13 WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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•FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 6.0, SPOBRK= 0
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCQ5) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCIO) LARC LTP? 229(LABI) WBERTC4.V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .ooo .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 6.182 X/LB = .997 PAGE 421 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO53 Q LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 











FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON.PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L =5.998 ALPHA =6.182 X/LB =1.017 PAGE 422 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO5] LARC LTPT 22S(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCIO3 LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBERTC4+V.t.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO5) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCI0) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTCI+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT'ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0, 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 8.182, X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 425 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO5) C LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCIO) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4-V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO5 - LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 , .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCIO) (3 LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. -7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0
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-------------------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AkLRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC052 0 LARC LTPT 22SCLA8I] WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYM8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPC05) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WfEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
ERJPCIO3 [] LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC053) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA813 WeEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO5) Q LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCIO) I LARC LTPT 229(LA8l) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC05) C LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCIO3) LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBERTC4-V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 8.095 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 432 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC05) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCIO) [ LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= G.0- SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 8.095 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 434 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPC05) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCIO) L LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0, SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = .5.998 ALPHA = 8.095 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 4: 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPCBRK MACH 
CRJPCO5) 0 LARC LTPT 22t"'.AOI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCIO) LARC LTPT 222tLABI) WBERTC4 V.2 STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.00 
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ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RJPC051 Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 8.095 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 43' 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DES:RIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC05 C LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCIO) [L LARC LTPT 223CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RNIL= 6.0. SPDBRK=. 0
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 8.095 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 43E 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO52 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRS MACH 
(RJPCOSI C LARC LTPT 229LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 ,000 .000 .200 
CRJPCIO) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= C 
RN/L = 5.398 ALPHA = 10.1!50 X/LB = .387 PAGE 441 
- - - - - - - - - - -
-----------------------------------
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--------------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO5) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCIO) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 .000 -.200
B 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 10.150 X/LB = 1.017 
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
LARC LTPT 229CLASI WBEVRTC4 
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FIG. 7 S 
RN/L = 5.898 ALPHA = 10.150 X/LB 1.055 PAGE 443 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO53 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCIO)I DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA =10.150 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 444 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
--------------- ------------------------------
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPC05) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA813 WBEVRTC4 .COD .Do .000 .200 
CRJPCIOI DATA NOT AVAILABLE .COO .000 .000 .200
 






•N/ 5.9 ALPH = 010 X.3 AGE 44 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 10.150 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 445 
-- -- -  -- -- -- -----------------------------
- -- - - -- - - -- - -
- - - - - - - - - - -
-- - - - --- - - - - - -- - -
- -- - - - - -
-- - - - -- - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC05) 0 LARD LYPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCIO) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 D000 .200 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 10.150 X/LB = 1.171 PAGE 446 
l 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO5 3 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCIoJ U DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .00 .000 .200 
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FIG. 7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 10.150 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 447 
- - -- - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC05S ) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCIO r DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 '.000 .200
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FI.7 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 10.150 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 448 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO5) - LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCIO) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 .000 .200 








5.990/ ALH4010 X/0 1. 20 PAGE 8 44910 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO53 
CRJPCIO) 
0 LARC LTPT 229LASI8 
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FIG. 7 TA[LCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 5.998 ALPHA = 10.150 X/LB = 1.287 PAGE 450 
V DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION QESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI7 ) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .20r)
(RJPC20 LARC LTPT 229(LA91) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3B) LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
tRJPC46) LARC LTPT 229(LAB) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LIPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SP0BRK+STING 
LARD LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 










LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK4STING 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25 






SYMBOL CONFIrURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKU LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
A LARC LTPT 229(LA81) BEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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RN/L 6 .. ALPH = 
RNL=6..PDRK2 
204 /B = .9 PG 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC17 ) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .20D
 
CRJPC20)1 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC38 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 5.967 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = -2.074 X/L8 = 1.133 PAGE 455 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI7) , LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WREVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC203 LARC LTPT 229CLA82) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC38 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK.STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC4G) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDRK48OTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 8 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON-PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 5.967 ALPHA -2.074 X/LB = 1.171 	 PAGE 456
 
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI7) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC44SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC201 LARC LTPT 223CLA81) WBEVRTC44SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC38) LARC LTPT 229CLA813 WBEVRTC44SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC4S) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+EOTTON STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE D6TSTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 5.967 
RN/L= 6.0. SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = -2.074 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 457 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOLRK MACH 
(RJPCI7J 
(RJPC20) 
0 LARC LTPT 229CLA01) 











CRJPC38 LARC LTPT 229(LA812 WSEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STINO .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC46) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRIK BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 












LARC LTPT 229CLA613 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC173 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC20) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC3B) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC4GS LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 8 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 8,0, SPOBRK= 25











LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
.ARCLTPT 229CLA81) WGEVRTC4+SPBRK+STING 
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FIG. 8 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25

RN/L 9.5967 ALPHA = .050 X/LB = .997 	 PAGE 461 




LARC LTRT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPO8RK 













CRJPC46) LARC LTPT 228(LA91) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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LLL -I 
RN/L = 5.967 
RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = .050 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 462 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RJPCI73) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WSEVRTC4SPDBRK 
(RJPC203 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4SPOBRK 
(RJPC3S)3 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4.SPOBRK+STING 
(RJPC46) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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STNG STU EFET ONPESRI ITIUIN 
RN/L 5.96 ALPH0= .00 X/LB = 14051 AGE.183 
------ 
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI7) 
(RJPC20) 
0 Q LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 .000 .000 25.000 25.000 .200 .200 
(RJPC3B) LARC LTPT 228CLA83) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC463 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
















RN/L= 6.0.SPDBRK= 2 











LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81)WBEVRTC4.SPOBRK+STING 
LARC LTPT 229(LA8) WBEVRTC44SPDBRK+2OTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L = 5.967 RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 25ALPHA = .050 X/LB 1.133 PAGE 465 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI7) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC20) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC38) 
(RJPC4S) 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING 
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RNL .. SDR = 25 
RN/L0=5.967 ALP80 .00 X/LB 1401716PAG 466 














SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRX MACH
 
0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTCA+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
LARC LTPt 229SLA8l) WGEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 8 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 6.0. SPOBRK= 25
 











LARC LTPT 229(LAOI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229tLAB) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLABI WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= G.0, SPDBRK= 25 




DATA SET SYhBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOORK MACH
 
(RJPC17) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WEEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC20) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC38 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .STU .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC41 LARC LTPT 2292LA81) WEEVRTC49SPDBRK-BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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LARC LTPT 229CLABI) VBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 2298LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = .050 X/LB = 1.287 PG PG 7 7 
- - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI7) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WSEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC20) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
8 
(RJPC38 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK.STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC4S) LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+ROTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
Kv I I I 
0 - - - -- -- ---- - - - - - - - - - - - ­3 ­
.-.
 





TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 6.0, SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 2.004 X/LB = .997 PAGE 471 
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -










LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARD LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STINO 
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION C LARC LTPT 229CLA91) WBEVRTC4 SPOBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC44SPDORK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L 5.967 
RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 25 










LARC LTPT 229SLA8l) VBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229LA8I WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING 
LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 







AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
.000 25.000 .200 
.000 25.000 .200 
.000 25.000 .200 
.000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25 
RN/L = 5.967 ALPHA = 2.004 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 474 
0 







LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 22btLABI) VBEVRTC4.SPOBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STINO 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTCM STRUT 

































TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS 





- - ----- - --
- - - - -- -
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3 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCII) n LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
tRJPC20I) LARC LTPT 229(LA8Ip WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25,000 .200
 
(RJPC38) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBE,'RTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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RN/L= 5.967 2.O X/B =1275AG 7 







LARC LTPT 22SCLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA91) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKSTING 
LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
................ T..l.. .ll T-" 
ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK 
.000 .000 25.000 
.000 .000 25,000 
.000 .000 25,000 
.000 .000 25.000 
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FIG. 8 AILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 5.987 ALPHA = 2.004 X/LR 1.210 PAGE 477 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 






LARC LTPT 229LAB) WBEVPTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK*STING 




















20 40 60 80 100 120 140 
TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 2.004 X/LB = .24 
160 180 
PAGE 478 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI732 LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC20) LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CPJPC38 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.0Q0 .200 
(RJPC46) LARC LTPT 229(LA91) WBEVRTC4-SPOBRK+.OTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
.3--------- ----------------------------------------­4' 
- 1.0 





TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE 
RN/L= 6.0, SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 2.004 X/LB = 1.280 
DISTRIBUTION. 
PAGE 479 




Q LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 













CRJPC4S3 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON 

(RJPC17) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPBRK .000 .000 

(RJPC20) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 

CRJPC38) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKXSTING .000 .000 

CRJPC4S) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 

... . .. . .... i ...r 1 . ... . 1 1












FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE 

RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI7) 
CRJPC20) 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 









CRJPC38) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC46J LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
...... ..... i.. 	 .... ..
.4 -i'l ...l.m.. u....l.....l . ............ n. . ... nit" m ..  m.
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FIG. 8 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON-PRESSURE DISTRIBUTINt
 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 5.967 ALPHA = 4.128 X/Le 1017 	 PAGE 482
 
--





LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 









(RJPC38) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFEtTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.' 
RN/L 5.967 RN/L= 6.0.ALPHA SP023RK= 254.128 X/LB 1.055 PAGE 483 
ELEVCN AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI7) 0 LARD LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC38) LARD LTPT 2293LA1) WBEVRTC4SP0BRK+STING

CRJPC20) LARD LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK 

.000 .000 25.000 .200
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LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CL891) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 4.128 X/LB 1.133 PAGE 485 
- ---- - -- -- - -- -- - -- -- - -- -- - -- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCI7) 
(RJPC2O) 
1 LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 









(RJPCae) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC4S) LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG, 8 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25
 






SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK 
U LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4ISPDSRK+STING 
LARC LTPT 229(LA8B) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 6.0. SPOBR = 25
 










LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SP0BRK+STING 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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RNL =537 ALH .2 X/B 24 PGE 48 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
LRJPCI7 O LARC LTPT 223(LA8I) WEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC20) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC46) LARC LTPT 223(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTON STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
.42 .... 
-
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FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 














LARC LTPT 229(LAB1) 
LARC LTPT 229(LASI) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) 
WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
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FIG. 8 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONO.'
 
RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 5.967 ALPHA = 4.128 X/LB 1.287 	 PAGE 490.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCI7) 0 LARO LTPT 223CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC20) LARD LTPT 2S(LA8l) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .C0 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC38) LARO LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC4G3 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+B TOM STRUT .0o .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 8 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 6.0. SPOBRK= 29
 
RN/L = 5.967 ALPHA = 6.243 X/LB = .997 	 PAGE 491 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 




LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229tLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 25 






SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
LARC LTPT 229CLA813 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WB2VRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4-SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
tR4PC173 Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81'3 WBCVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC20) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPODBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC3) 
(RJPC4S) 
LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) 
LARC LTPT 229cLAal) 
WB9VRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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FIG. 8 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 25






SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 " .2003 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK .000 .OOO 25.000' .200 
LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKS+STING .000 .000' 25.000 .200 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKXBOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 8 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= G.0, SPOBRK= 25 I
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI7 f LARC LTPT 229CLA813 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC20) [ LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC3) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000' .200
 
(RJPC4S) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC44SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FI.8TICN STNG SRU 
RNL60 SPBK=2 
EFET ONPESUEITRBTIN 
RNLN/596 LA= 6.243SP/LBK= 25 .AG 49
 
- - --- - - - - - - - --- - ----
------------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIV) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC202 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) W85VRTC4+SPUSRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC38) LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBSVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC4S) LARC LTPT 228(LA8I) WBEVRTC44SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200, 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIRUTION. 
RN/L= 6.0. SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = -6.243 X/LE = 1.210 . .PAGE 497 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC17) Q LARC LTPT 229(LASl) WBFVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC20) U LARC LTPT 229LA8l) VBEVRTC4+SPDSRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4-SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC4G) LARC LTPT 229SLAS1) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK-BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI7) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .,200 
CRJPC20) LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPCG8I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 000 .000 25,000 .200 
(RJPC4S) LARC LTPT 229LA81) WSEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25 













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPCBRK MACH 
CRJPC17) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLABI3 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC20) LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOERK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(ROPC39) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC4S3 LARC LTPT 229(LAGI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARD LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRi 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRI +STING 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRMI+BOTTOM STRUT 
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LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WSEVRTC4+SPOSRK 
[RJPC38)LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WSEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 








X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 502 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC173 Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC20) U LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPSRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC44SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC4G) LARC LTPT 223(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 23.000 .200 
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FIG. 8 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
 
RN/L= 6.0, SPOBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 5.967 ALPHA = 8.045 X/LB = 1.055 	 PAGE 503 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCI7I 
(RJPC20) 
C LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4SPSRK 









(RJPC383 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC46) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC44SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
0­
0 20 40 600-------­
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE CISTRIBUIION. 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25 /
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOERK MACH 
CRJPC17) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPOSRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC20) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC38) LARC LTPT 229(LAS1) WSEVRTC4SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC46) LARC L.TPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/U = 5,67 RN/L= 
6.0. SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 8.045 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE ,505 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACN 
CRJPCI7) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC20) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4-SPOBR .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC38) LARC LIPT 229(LASI) W8EVRTC4ASPDBRK.STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC46) LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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RNL .. SDR=2 
RN/L 5.6 ALH = .4!/B = 111PG 0 
------------------------------------ ----------------
- -- -- -- -- ---------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
fRJPCI7 O LARC LTPT 229CLA8II WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC20]5 LARC LTPT 229(LABI WBEVRTC4*SPD9RK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC38) LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK-STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC4G) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRKBOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 6.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 8.045 X/LR 1.210 PAGE 507 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK tMACH 
(RJPCI73 C LARC LTPT 229CLA92) WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
tRJPC202 LARC LTPT 229CLABI WBEVRIC4SP0BRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC38] LARC LTPT 229(LA81) 1BEVRTC4SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC4S) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4ASP0BRKBOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
------­











RN&= 6.0.- - ----
---ALPHA 8.45----1.249 
RNL=6.. PDRK 25I 









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRJPC17) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WVBEVRTC4.SPDBRK 
(RJPC20)U LARC LTP? 229(LAO1) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
(RJPC38) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
CRJPC4Gf LARC LTP? 229(LA01) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK'BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 8 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L 5.967 RN/L= 6.0.ALPHA = SPOBRK= 25 8.045 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 50 
- - - -
--------------------------------------------------------
-- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI7 0 LARC LTPT 223CLA81) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC20) LARC LTPT 228(LABI) WBEVRTC4ASPOBR .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC3B) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC4G3 LARC eTPT 229(LABI' WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK.BOTTOM STRUT, .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. B 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 8.0. SPOERK= 25
RN/L = 5.967 ALPHA = 8.045 X/LB = 1.287 	 PAGE 510
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-- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI7) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC2O) 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC38 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC46) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL' CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI7) 0 LARC LTPT 22SCLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC20) U DATA NOT AVAILABLE .0D .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC38) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(R4PC48 LARC LIPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRKSOCTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 













a -- = 6.,SPBK=2 
FIG 8 ALCNSTG. STUiCSOPESR DITIBUIN 
R -L .96,' LPA' 1028 XL', '1 PAEI1 
- - - --
ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI7) Q LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4-SP0GRK .000 .000 25.C0OU .200 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 .000 25.000 .200
CRJPC20 U DATA NOT AVAILABLE 

[RJPC3B) LARC LTPT 22SCLABI) WBEVRTC4SODERK STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
RJPC46) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRKBOTTOK STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 10.280 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 513 
---------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJRCIT) Q LARC LTPT 229CLAB1) WOEVRTC4.SPODRX .000 .0OO 25.000 .200 
(RJPC20) U DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC38 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4'SPOBRK.STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC4S LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 8 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT-EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 6.0. SPOBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 5,967 ALPHA = .10.280 X/LB = 1.094 	 PAGE 514 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC17) LARC LTPT 2Z5(LASI) WBEVRTC4-SPD8RK 000 .000 25.000 .20D
 
(RJPC203 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25 000 .200
 
CRJPC3) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK.STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC4S) LARC LTPT 229(LASB) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK-BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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---------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIT7 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPCZO) 
(RJPC38) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 









(RJPC4G) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRKBOTTOM STRUT ,O0b .000 25.000 .200 
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SYMBCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI104 
Q LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4SPDBRK 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC44SPDBRK STING 
LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK4BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 8 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25
RN/L : 5.967 AL.PHA = 10.280 X/LB = 1.210 	 PAGE 517 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -- -




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI7) C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC2O) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC38) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDRRK.STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC4S) . LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPCBRK MACH 
(RJPCI7) LARC LTPT 229(LASI2 WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC20) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC38) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .00O .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC46) f LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 8 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT'EFFECTS ON PRESSURE [DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 6.0. SPDBRK= 25
 












LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC44SPDBRK 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+GOTTOM STRUT 





























20 40 so 80 100 120 140 
TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 6.0. SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 10.280 X/LB = 1.287 
0 180IS 
PAGE 520 
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) VBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCII) LAPC LTPT 229tLABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG 9 ALOESRTEFC NPESR DSR6TO.R/=80 PBK
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, 1 8 0 12 14 6 8 
9IG 9 ILCESTU EFEC O PRSUEDSRBTO.R/=80 PBK: 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA = -2.054 X/LB = .997 PAGE 521 
080 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCOS3 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA =-2.054 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 522 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO) 
(RJPCII 3 
0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WEVRTC4 
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 8.014 ALPHA -2.054 X/LB 1.055 PAGE 523 
- - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCOB] - LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) VBERTC4.V.T.STRUT
(RJPCI , .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPOBRK= 0 








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON 

0 LARC LTPT 229CLA91) WBEVRTC4 .000[ LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBERTCA+V.T.STRUT .000 
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FIG.4 TALCN STU EFEC ON PESRDITIUTO.NL 8..SOR 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRCN SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCU6) C LARC LrPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCII) LARC LTPT229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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RL = 8.14 ALH 204 xLI 11 AE 2 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDSRK MACH 
(RJPCOB) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCII) [L LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4AV.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
................ ...............
.4... ..... .....  ....." .....................
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ELEVON AILRON SPDORK MACH 
(RJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 229SLA8I WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

cRJPCII3 LARC LTPT 229LA81) BERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 000 .200
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 8.0's SPOBRK= 0
 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA =-2.05'4 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 528
 
---------------------------------------------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCOSB 
CRJPCII) 
- LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 
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EFEC ON PRSUEDSRBTO.R/;80 
5 /L,= 1.8 -'AE 
PBK 
2 
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCOSJ 0 LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC1I3 [] LARC LTPT 229CLA81I WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON ARLRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC0S) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 ".000 .000 .200 
(RJPCII) LARC LtPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+VT.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA = .111 X/LB = .997 " PAGE 531 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LAOI2 WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCII a LARC LTPT 229CLA81] WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RNIL-- 8.0p SPDBRK= 0 
-RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA = .111 XILB = 1.017 PAGE 532 
-- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA01) W1EYRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L -= 8.014 AL.PHA = .111 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 533 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDERK MACH
 
CRJPCOs) C LARC LTPT 229CLAS1) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 8.0, SPOBRK= 0
 
"RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA . 111 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 534
 
-- - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
tRJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCII) LARC LTPT 229(LAOI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILPON SPDBR< MACH
 
CRJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCII) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4-V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/LF 8.0. SPDBRK= 0 
ALPHA = .111 X/LB = 1.171 PAGE 536 
ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RJPCOG) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCJ) LARC LTPT 229(LA8) WBERTC4+V.T,STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L = 0.0, SPDBRK= 0, 
RN/L 8.014 ALPHA = .111 X/LB = 1.210' PAGE 537 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOORK MACH
 
(RJPCOG6 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASIJ WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONo RN/L= 8.0- SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 8.014 ALPHA = .III X/L8 1.249 PAGE 538 
---------
---------------------------------------------------------




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO6) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCII) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WEERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON ,\ILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(,RJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA813 WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
* (RJPCOS) LARC LTPT 229CLA812 WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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"---------------- 997 - -- - . PAGE 541 
0. 204 0s 0 . 2 4 180 
N/ = 8.4 ALH = .4 -X/8=.9----------------------------------------------­
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOERK MACH 
(RJPCO2) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCII) LARC LTPT 229CLA9I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPOBRK= .0
 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA = 2.044 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 542 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 229tLA81) W2EVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCII) LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
 




FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA = 2.044 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 543 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO6) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCII) LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 ;o00 .000 .200
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 0 
ALPHA 2.044 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 544 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - -- - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
tRJPCO6B 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCI1l) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCOG) 0 LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCII) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA 8. SPDBRK= 0
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO6S ) LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCI1 L LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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F.I-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
RN /L- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCOG2 C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCIfl [] LARC LTPT 229(LAS1) WBERTC4-V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 0
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA 4.038 X/LB .997 PAGE 551 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPCOG) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI3 WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCII) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WSERTC4 V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. .SPDBRK= 0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCOS3 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCoC) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCII) [L LARC LTPT 229(LA0I) WBERTC4 V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=,8.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA = 4.038 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 555 
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ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RJPCO6) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 	 ;BOO .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCII) LARC LtPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4V.T.STRUT 	 .000 .000 .000 .20
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RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA = 4.038 X/LB 1.171 PAGE 556 
FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 

--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO6) Q LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WESEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCII) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WSERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L 8.0. SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L 8.014 ALPHA = 4.038 X/LR 1.210 PAGE 557
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCOG) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCII l i LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .00O .200 
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8.0. SPOBRK= 0 
PAGE 558 
--------------------------------------------- -- -- -----
- - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -- -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -
ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCOS) C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RJPCI!) LARC LrPT 229CLASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. S TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 0
 




(RJPCCS) Q LARC LTPT 229(LAS1) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCII) U LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 8.0- SPDBRK= 0 
ALPHA = 4.038 X/L8 1.287 PAGE 560 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO6) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCIL3 [] LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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RN/ 8.1 ALH .0 / 97PG 6
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCOB) Q LARC LTPT 22§(LABI) WYE'VRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCII) Lj LARC LTPT 22$(LAS1) WbtXTC4+V.T.TRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 22S(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCI 3 LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= B.0, SPOBRK= 0
 






------------- -- -- -- 
DATA SET, SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCO6) C LARC LTPT 229tLABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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RN/L= 8014 LPH = .102X/L = .133PAG 56 
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- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SP6BRK MACH
 
CRJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 229SLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCtI LI LARC LTPT 229(LA81) VBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. R14/L= .8.O, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA = 6.102 X/LB = IL171 PAGE 566 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC0S) C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCII) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK=a
 
RtN/L = 8.014 ALPHA = 6.102 X/LB" = 1.210 PAGE 567
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ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CRJPCO&3 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .20D
 
.000 .000 .000 .200
LARC LTPT 229SLA81 WBERTC44VT.STRUT
RRJPCII 
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA = 8.102 X/LR = 1.249 PAGE 568 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC063 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCII LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 8.0. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 8.0414 ALPHA = 6.102 X/LB = 1.280. PAGE 589 
DATA SET SYMBOL ' CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDDRK MACH
 
CRJPCOS ) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .ODO .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCIII LARC LTPT 229CLA813 WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .(10 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L 8.014 ALPHA = 6.102 X/LB 1.287 PACE 570
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIrTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCO6S 9 LARC LTPT 229CLA8l) WBE RTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCII)3 L LARC LTPT 2291LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200, 
.21- - -- - -
0 20 40 &0-80------ ---- --- ---- --­
.4." -- - --
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FIG. 9'- TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0.'SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 8.014 ALPHA = 8.097 X/LB .997 PAGE 571 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CdNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILkON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCOSI 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA0I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCIIJ) [ LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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20 40 d0 80, 1'00 120 140 1G0 18b 
TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 0 
ALPHA = 8.097 X/LB = 4,.017 PAGE 572 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCOS) C LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCII)J ] LARC LTPT 229CLAB1) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. S TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA = 8.097 X/LE = 1.055 PAGE 573 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
IRJPCOS) ( LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCII) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. S TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 8.014 ALPHA 8.097 X/LB 1.094 PAGE 574 
----
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILPON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200RCRJPCII) LARC LTP? 229(LA8l) WBERTC4V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. S TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA = 8.097 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 575 
.4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO6J 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI') WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCII) O LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4 +V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 9 160 180
T-LCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 
0
 
RN/L =8.014 ALPHA 8.097 
 X/LB 1.171 
 PAGE 576
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 ,000 .200 
(RJPCII) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA = 8.097 X/LB = ,1.210 PAGE 577 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCOS) 0 LARC LTPT 229rLABI) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCII)3 ] LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FI .9 TALCN STRU EFEC OPRSUEDTIBINNI=BO PBK 
RN/L 0 8.014 ALPHA 8.097 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 578 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCOS2 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA91) WBEVRTC4 .OB .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCI1 U LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 OO .000 .200
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L= B.O. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 8.014 ALPHA 8.0107 X/LB 1.280 PAGE 579 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCOB) LARC LTPT 229CLA81] WBEVRTC4 '000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 9 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RNIL 18.0, SPOBRK= 









LARC LTPT 22S(LA81) WREVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK+STINGC 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .DO0 25.000 .200
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FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING, STRUT .EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 8.103 
RN/L= 8.0, SPOERK- 25 
ALPHA = -2,2014 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 583 
.3 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPCBRK MACH 
CRJPCI8) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBR .000 .000 25.000 .200 (RJPC39) LARC LTPT 22S(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I3 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS 
RN/L= 8.0. SPOBRK= 25









C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) 




















0 20 40 20 	 do 100 120 140 1-
FIG. 10 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 8.103 ALPHA = -2.014 X/L8 1.133 	 PAGE- 585 
180 
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON 

LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 

LARC LTPT 229(LABI) W8EVRTC4PSPDBRK STING .000 .000 

LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK*SOTTOM STRUT OO0 .000 
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I I 
RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 25 
RN/L = 8.103 ALPHA X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 587=-2.014 






LARC LTPT 229CLA91) 











(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L = .103 
RN/L= 8,0. SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = -2.014 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 588 




0 LARC LTPT 22SCLAOI) W0EVRTC4+SPDBRK 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 



















0 20 40 GO 80 1CO 120 140 160 180 
FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING, STRUT'EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L = .103 
RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 25. 
ALPHA = -2.014 X/LB 1.280 PAGE 589 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) C LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRrC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC39 U DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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-,4L 8.0 LH 204 XL .8 AE 9 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOERK MACH 
CRJPCIB) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 4000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC393) LARC LTPT 229(LA81} WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC47) LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
 





0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L =-8.1-03 RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 25ALPHA = .040 X/LB =-.997 PAGE 591 
------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCISI 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC3 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC47j LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 10 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 8.C, SPOBRK= 25
RN/L =-8.103 ALPHA = .040 X/LB.-- 1.017 	 PAGE 592
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPC18) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8l) WREVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25,000 .200 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 229CLABl) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRl+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPC1B2 C LARC LTPT 229(LAS1) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .ODO 25.000 .200 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC473 LARC LTPT 229CLASI) W EVRTC4+SPDBRK+3OTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 8.0. SPDORK= 25
 
.ALPHA
RN/L = 8.103 = .040 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 594 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI8) 0 LARC LTPT 22S(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBR .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC39) LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WIBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 10 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 25
 








LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L 8.103 
RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = .040 X/[.B 1.210 PAGE 597 
--------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC18) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 229(LASI WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .OD .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 10 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = .103 ALPHA = .040 X/LB = 1.249 	 PAGE 598
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI8) C LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 (RJPC39) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 (RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229CLA91) WBEVRTC4+SPDSRK*BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 25 
8.103 ALPHA = .040 X/LB = 1.287 
:160 180 
PAGE 600 
- - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC183 C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WEEVRTC4+SPDBRK 1000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC39S LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WVEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC47) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+0TTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION#
 
RN/L= 8.0," SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 8.103' ALPHA .= 2.024 X/LB = .997 PAGE 601
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC44SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4'SP0RRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI8) ' LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 2,.000 .200
 
CRJPC39) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SP0BRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200,
 
CRJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229[LASI WBEVRTC4-+SPDBRK .000 .000, 25.000 .200 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 2293LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKSTING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000' .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RJPC18) C LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
CRJFC39) LARC LTPT 223(LA81) WBEVRTC4*SPDBRK+STING 

CRJPC47J LARC LTPT 223(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 

ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
.000 .000 25.000 .200
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RN/L 8.103 LA=8 2.0SPBRK X/B=253AG= 0 
- - - - - - - - --- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON" SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIB) 0 LARC LTPT 229fLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC473 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .OO
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FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUPTION°" 
RN/L = 8.103 
RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 25" 











SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
0 LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL -CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI8) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .OO 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK.BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 10 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 8.0. SP0BRI= 25
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC18) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC39S U DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 10 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 25
RN/L = 8.103 ALPHA = 2.024 X/LB = 1.287 	 PAGE 610. 
180 





SYM8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
LARC LTPT 229(LA91) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARD LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRKSTING 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIS) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPRBRK .000 .00 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 22eCLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229SLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG," 10 	 TA'ILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 8.0, SPOBRK= 25
 




DATA SET SYMeOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIB ) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC39) Q LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 10 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 8.103 ALPHA = 4.098 X/LE 1.055 	 PAGE 613 




Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4-SPDBRX 
LARC LTPT 229{LA813 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIB) 
(RJPC39) 
C5 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 .000 .000 25.000 25.000 .200 .200 
CRJPC47) LARC LTPT 229tLA8l) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .0O0 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 8.0, SPDSRK= 25 
RN/L = 8.103 ALPHA = 4.098 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 615 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIO))LARC LTPT 229(LA82) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC39) U LARC LTPT 22S(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 10 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSLIRE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 25
 





SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
L[ARC LTPT 229SLASI) WAEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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FIG. 10 'TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 8 103 RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 25ALPHA = 4.098- X/L = 1.210 PAGE 617 
--- 
-----------------------------------------------
- -- - - - - -
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI8) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .O0C .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .0CC .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC47) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .00 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIB) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LAI) WSEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 0 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
'RN/L = 8.103 
RN/L= 8.0. SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 4.098 X/L8 1.280 PAGE 619 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPrCI) 0 LARC LTPT 229LA81 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .0(0 25.000 .200
CRJPC3B) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
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TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L= 8.0, SPOBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 4.098 X/LB = 1.287 
160 180 
PAGE 620 





LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT 
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FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L = 8.103 
RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA^ 5.971 X/LB = .997 PAGE 621 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIB) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4'SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3B3 LARC LTPT 229(LA81),WBEVRTC4-SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WSEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC4?7 LARC LTPT 229CLASI) W8EVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 IGO 180 
FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L 8.103 
RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 5.971i X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 623 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPD8RK STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIBS ) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SP0gRK .000 .000 25.000 200
 
CRJPC39) LARC LIPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCI8) Q LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDaRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDORK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4SPDBRKBOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 10 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTR!BUTICN.
 
RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 25
RN/L = 8.103 ALPHA = 5.971 X/LE = 1.171 	 PAGE 626 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SP0BRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC3S) LARC LTPT 229SLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.0C .200
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TAILCONE STING* STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L= 8.0. SPDBR = 251 
ALPHA = 5.971 X/LB 1.210 PAGE 627 




LARC LTPT 229CLA81') WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK 
LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4SPDBRK+STING 

















RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK=.25 

RN/L = 8.103 ALPHA = 5.971 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 628
 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI8) C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC39) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WEVRTC4+SPOBRK-BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC13 ) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC39i DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 10 	 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
 
RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 8.103 ALPHA = 5.971 X/LB = 1.287 	 PAGE 630
 






LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLAB1) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 
RN/L 8.103 RN/L=ALPHA 8.0, = SPDBRI 8.035 = 25X/LB .997 PAGE 631 
- - - - - - - ------ --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVCN AILRON SPORK MACH
 
(RJPCIS2 0 LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 229(L481) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBR+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 10 	 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 8.103 ALPHA = 8.035 X/LB = 1.017 	 PAGE 632
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI8) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC39) LARC LTPT 229CLA1) VBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDDRK+STING 
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LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 
LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING 
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FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L = 8.103 
RN/L= 8.0, SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 8.035 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 635 
- - -- ------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIB) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC35) LARD LTPT 229(LAS) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
tRJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 














. 1 A = 8.035 - -- - 1 - -- -- - -- -- - -- -
RNL 8.0 SPDBRK 2
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WI 41 WI LW LW njal L I WI L IL n U IL ltW I I W W ti ') Lw IL w W '4 W IL ft 
R= 8.0. SPBK=2

R-L , 810 ALH = 8.3 /B = 111PG 3 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC39) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK STING - .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDSBRK+BOTTO STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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N. SRU 
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EFETSO PRSUEDITIUIN 
- - - - - - - -
RN/= .0.SPBRl2 
RNL= 813 LH .35 XL ,.20PG 3 
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRUPCIB) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 1200 
CRJPC39S1 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC47) L.,RC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200 
Tnrm, ~m l a ln m IL] i ll li n n Ifir f Fmll TlT tiJ n 11 T[i nil im ii i i m tilT f~lVll iI imi nl mr r Tmi m mi i rn mlII 
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FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING. STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
 
~RN/L= 8.0, SPOBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 8.103 ALPHA = 8.035 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 838 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA84) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC39) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 10 TAILCONE STING, STRUT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, 
RN/L = 8.103 
RN/L= 8.0. SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA = 8.035 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 639 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPCI8 0 LARC LTPT 229LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC39) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .(00 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC47) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+BOTTOM STRUT .000 .000 25.000 .200
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1.28 00 PAGE 40 
-------------------
--------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPC07 T0 LARC LTPT 229(LAOI) VBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC12) LARC LTPT 229CLA813 WBERTC4AV.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC07) 0 LARC LTPT 22S(LABI WBEVRTC4 .000 .000, .000 .200
 
[RJPCI2) LARC LTPT 229CLA8i) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,.RN/L=1OO, SPD13RK= 0
 
RN/L = 10.052' ALPHA -2.104 X/L8 1.0117 PAGE 642
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON 'AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC07) C LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCI2) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=10.O. SPOBRK= 0 
ALPHA = -2.104 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 643 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO7) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFnCT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=O.Oo SPDB.RK '
 
RN/L =10.052 ALPHA = -2.104 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 644
 
- - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRN SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO7) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPC12) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=10.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RNIL = 10.052 ALPHA = -2.104 XIILB 1.133 PAGE 645 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPC07) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCI2) LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FI.1 TICN STUFETO RSUEDSRBTO.R/=O0 PBK 
RN/L =10052 ALPH = 2.10 X/B = .17 PAG 64 
/100 20PH -240 60 80 1710 1464068 PA20 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
IRJPC07) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCI2) Q LARC LTPT 229CLA91) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .2D0 




] I ! 10 
FI.1 ALOE TU FETO PRESUR DITIUINR,~OO.SDR 
RN/ = 0.02~LPA =-2.104 X/L = 1.10 -PG 64 
FIG It ---STT E O--­
N/100 ALH 04 60L 80 2100 120E 644070820. 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC07) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.O, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 10.052 ALPHA = -2.104 X/LB = 1,249 PAGE 648 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPC07) Q LARC LTPT 229SLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCI2)J ] LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=1O.O. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 10.052 ALPHA = -2.104 X/LB 1.280 PAGE 649 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJP'C07) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCI2 U LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 









-RN 0.52A2H--------------------­ PAG--650 
1 
-
[jIj~L A tl IL W W IL> IL IW WL l ,W iiW IW WUAW Wld W W W W W iiW 
0 20 4 0 8 0 2 4 6 8 
FI I1 
aB [ J"0 
ALOESRTEFC NPESR ITIUIN NL1.O PBK 
RN/L= 10052 ALPH = 2.10 X/B = .28 PAG 65 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO73 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCI2) U LARC LTPT 229SLAGI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION'DESCRIPTION ELEVON, AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC07) C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCI2) LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBERTC4.V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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- .4 11.T---------------------SUE-DSTRBUT-NRN/=--0,-PD--=-
RN/ 0.52 = LPH = -00 --- XL --- --- PAGE 52 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPCBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO7 O LARC LTPT 2293LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCI2)D LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBERTC4 V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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R/ = 102 APH =0 -03 0 8/LB0 16538PAGE40 
---- 
----------------------------------------------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO7) Q LARC LTPT 229(LASI2 WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 ,000 .200 
CRJPCI23 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FI.1 ALOESRTEFC ON PRSUEDSRBTO.R/=OOi PBK 
RN/L . 10.052 ALPHA = -. 030 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE S55
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC07) C LARC LTPT 229CLA91) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPC12) LARC LTPT 229tLAB) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=IO.O,,SPDBRK= 0
 
RNIL =10.052 ALPHA = -.D30 X/LB 1.171 PAGE 656
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCC7 3 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=10.O, SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L 10.052 ALPHA = -.030 X/= 1.210 PAGE 657
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
[RJPCO7) C LARC LTPT 229(LA8O) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .()c .200 
(RJPC12) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 11 T-ILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=I.,-SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L =10.052 ALPHA = -.030 ×/LB = 1.249 PAGE 658 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPC07) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCI23 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 :200 
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=IO.O, SPOBRK= 0
 
RN/L =10.052 ALPHA = -.030 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 659
 
180 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDORK MACH
 
CRJPCO73 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCI2)3 LARC LTPT 229CLA8I,) WBERTC4*V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=10.0, SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L 10.052 ALPHA = -. 030 X/Le 1.287 PAGE 60
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE.DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=1O.O, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 10.052 ALPHA = 2.014 X/L8 .997 PAGE 661 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCD7') , LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC122 [3 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4-V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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RN/L10O. SPDBRK= 0 
PAGE 662 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO73 C LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCI2) [] LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L10O. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L =10052 AL.PHA = 2014 X/LB = 1055 PAGE 63 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON- SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC07) C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCI2) LARC LTPT 229CLA91) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC07) - LARC LTPT 229(LAS1 WPEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCI2) LARC LTPT 229SLASI) WBERTC4V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CR,JPCO7) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WIEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCI2) I[ LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.O. SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 10.052 ALPHA : 2.014 X/LB = 1.171 PAGE 666 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCO7) 0 LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCI23 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=IO,0, 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC07) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCI2) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=10O., sPDBRK= 0 
RN/L =10.052 ALPHA = 2.014 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 668 
1 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDSRK MACH
 
CRJPC07] 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPCI2) [] LARC LTPT 229(LABI] WBERTC4-V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=10.O. SPDBRK= 0
 
RN/L 10.052 ALPHA = 2.014 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 669
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC073 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .COD .000 .000 .200
 
CRJPC12) LARC LTPT 229CLA812 VBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=10O.O SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 10.052 ALPHA 2.014 X/LB = 1.287 PAGE 670-
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOORK MACH
 
(RJPCO7) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCI2) U LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.O, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L = 10.052 ALPHA = 4.179 X/LB = .997 PAGE 671 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC07) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WSEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCI2) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

[ARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
(RJPC07) L 

CRJPC12 [ LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 11 TILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE 'DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=... . SPBRK= 0 
RN/L =10.052 ALPHA = 4.179 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE .673 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 'ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC07) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCI2) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .00 .000 .200
 






































0.5 ALH .7 X/L = 0 , .674 
7T-
PAGE 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPC07) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCI2)3 ] LARC LTPT 229(LA81) VBERTC4.V.T.STRUT .000 -.000 .000 .200
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RN/L 10.052 ALPHA = 4.179 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 675 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRCN SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCO73 C LARC LTPT 229SLA81 WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC12) [ LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO7) tARC LTPT 229(LA81) WSEVRTC4 .00 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPC12) L LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WEERTC44V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=lO.0, SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 10.052 ALPHA : 4.179 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 677 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOSRK MACH 
iRJPC07) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCI2) LARC LTPT 229(LAB1) WBERTC4.V.T.STRUT 000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.O, SPDBRK= 0 
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=IO.O, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 10.052 ALPHA -= 4.179 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 679 
-----
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC07J C LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC12) U LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPC07) C LARC LTPT 229CLA61) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTI0N, RN/L=1O.O, SPOBRK= 
ALPHA = *6.032 X/LB = .997 PAGE 
0 
681 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCO7) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCI2) [ LARC LTPT 229tLABI) WBERTC4.V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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RNL =1.5 LHA= 60 XL 1.7PG 62 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPC07) 0 LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.0. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 10.052 ALPHA = 6.092 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 683 
I 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC07) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA8I) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200
 
(RJPCI2) [ LARC LTPT 229CLAB1) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.0. SPDBRK= 0 
ALPHA = 6.092 X/LB = 1.094 PAGE 884 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCO7I 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPCI2) [] LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.O, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L 10.052 ALPHA 6.09O2 X/L8 1.133 PAGE 685 
I 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC07) - C LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .00 .200 
(RJPC12) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=l0aO* SPOBRK= 0 
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.O. SPOBRK= 0 
RN/L = 10.052 ALPHA = 6.092 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 687 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC07 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
(RJPC127 [ LARC LTPT 22$(LA81 WBERTC4 V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRUT EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=IO.0, SPDBRK= 0 
RN/L =10.052 ALPHA = 6.092 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 688 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC07) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .000 .200 
CRJPCl2) LARC LTPT 229tLA91) WBERTC4.V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200
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FIG. 11 TAILCONE STRU'T EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.O, "SPD]BRK= 0 
RN/L 10.052 ALPHA = 6.092 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 689 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDSRK MACH 
(RJPCO7) C LARC LTPT 229CLA81) IBEVRTC4 .000 .000 .OO .200 
CRJPCI2) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBERTC4+V.T.STRUT .000 .000 .000 .200 
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.O. SPOBRK= 25 
RN/L =10.040 ALPHA =-1.994 X/LB = .997 PAGE 691 
-----
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPC19) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4*SPDBRh .000 . .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC4O2 U LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STINS .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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- FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSUREDISTRIBUJTION. RN/L=1O.O. SPOBRK= 25 
RN/L 10.040 ALPHA = -1.994 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 692 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) 3 LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.OD .200 
(RJPC40I LARC LTPT 225fLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.O. SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = 10.040 ALPHA = -1.994 X/LB 1.055 PAGE. 693
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIS9 C LARC LTPT 22SCLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.O. SPDBRK= 25 
RN/L = 10.040 ALPHA = -1.994 X/LB = 1.094' PAGE 894 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC19) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI) VBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC40) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIrURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SP0BRK 000 .000 25,000 .200 
(RJPC40) [] LARC LTPT 229CLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=10.O, SPDBRK= 25 
RN/L 10.040 ALPHA -1.994 X/LB 1.171 PAGE 696 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI9) C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC40) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPC19) 0 LARC LTPT 22S(LABi) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPCAOI '- LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I2 WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=1O.C. SPDBRK 25
 
RN/L = 10.040 ALPHA = -1.994 X/LE 1.280 PAGE 699
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC40) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25,000 .200
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.O, SPDBRK= 25
 
RN/L = io.o4o ALPHA = -1.994 X/LB = 1.287 PAGE 700 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI9) C LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK '.000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC40) LARC LTPT 229(LA81 WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=1O.O, SPOBRK= 25 
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TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=lO.O. SPDBRK= 25 
ALPHA .030 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 702 
------- --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCI) C LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200, 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS2 Q LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC4O) LARC LTPT 229CLA8U) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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RNL *100 20PH = 40 60L =0 00 120G40 1004 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCl9) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS2 0 LARC LTPT 229(LAOI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
CRJPC4O) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4*SPCBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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RN/L 10.040 ALPHA .030 X/LB 1.210 PAGE 707
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI9) Q LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC40) LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=10',0, SPDBRK= 25. 
RN/L 10.O040 ALPHA' 030 X/LB = 1249 PAGE 708.'
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
0 LARC LTPT 229tLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
] DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
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(RJPCLs 3LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25,000 ,200.

(RJPC40) LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=10O., SPDBRK= 25 
SRN/L = 10.040 ALPHA = 1.984 X/LB .987 PAGE 711 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH,
 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA8I) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
tRJPC40) B LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL , CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
CRJPC19) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC4O) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVeN AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS) Q LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=lO.O, SPDBRK= 25 
RN/L = 10.040 ALPHA = 1.984 X/LB = 1.133 PAGE 715 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPC19) Q LARC LTPT 223(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC4O3) LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRKXSTINB .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS) 0, LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=O.0, SPDBRK= 25 
RN/L = 10.040 ALPHA = 1.984 X/LB = 1.210 PAGE 717 
DATA SET SYMaOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPCGRK MACH 
(RJPCIB) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC44SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC40) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4.SPDBRk+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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RN/L = 10.040 ALPHA = 1.984 X/LB = 1.280 PAGE 719 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRjPCIS9 0 LARC LTPT 229(LABI WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .COO OCO 25.000 .200 
CRJPC403 ] DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRI2UTION, RN/L=1O.O, SPDBRK= 25 
RN/L 10l.040 ALPHA = 3.977 X/LB .997 PAGE 721 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI93 Q LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WDEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
tRJPC40 L LARC LTPT 229(LABI WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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RN/L = 10.040 ALPHA = 3.977 X/LB = 1.017 PAGE 722
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI9) Q LARC LTPT 229CLABI) WBEVRTC44SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC4D0) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
L WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 25.000 .200
[ARC LTPT 229(LA81) .000 

LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPOERK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS) L .000 .000 25.000 .200
ARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK 

(RJPC40) . LARC LTPT 229CLA81) VBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 223CLA81) WBEVRTC4 SPDBRK .DO0 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC40) LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=1OO, SPDBRK= 25 
RN/L = 10.040 ALPHA = 3.977 X/LB = 1.21b0. PAGE 727 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) WBFVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 . .200 
CRJPC4O) I- LARC LTPT 229(LAS1) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCI9) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LASI) W8EVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIBI 0 LARC LTPT 228CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
(RJPC4O) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=IO.O, SPDBRK= 25
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=lO.O. SPDBRK= 25 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON MSPOBRK ACH
 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC4O)[] LARC LTPT 229(LABI) WBEVRTC4 STING .OOO .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 1'2 
 TAILCONE ST-ING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=1O, 
SPBRK= 25
RN/L =10.040 ALPHA = 6.001 X/LB 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SP'BRK MACH
 
(RJPCI9) Q LARC LrPT 229BLASI) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. RN/L=O.O, SPDB.K= 25
 
RN/L = 10.040 ALPHA = 8.,001 X/LB = 1.055 PAGE 733
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS 3 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC40 [Q LARC LTPT 22S(LA8I) WBEVRTCA+SPOGRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
LARC LTPT 229(LA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDRK. 
LARC LTPT 22SCLA8l) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK+STING 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS) 0 LARC LTPT 222(LABI) WBEVRTC4+SPOBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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FIG. 12 TAILCONE STING EFFECT ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, RN/L=1O.O, SPDBRK= 25
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK MACH
 
(RJPCIS) LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
(RJPC40) LARC LTPT 229(LAB1) WBEVRTC4+$PDBRK+STING .000 .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MILRON SPDBRK MACH 
CRJPCI9 3 LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25.000 .200 
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ALPHA = 6.001 X/LB = 1.249 PAGE 738' 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON . SPDBRK MACH 
(RJPCIS) C LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRX .000 .000 25.000 .200
 
CRJPC40) [] DATA NOT AVAILABLE .Occ .000 25.000 .200
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK MACH
 
CRJPCIS) C LARC LTPT 229CLA81) WBEVRTC4+SPDBRK .000 .000 25,000 .200 
CRJPC4O)U DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 25.000 .200
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